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ABSTRACT 
As the historic town has many limitations of spatial configuration, moreover, in 
developing countries efficient earthquake evacuation route in historic town may understudy. 
Even though there are studies and researches concern on building stiffness or service area of 
emergency facilities. In this specific area, had some complexity issues such as; settlement 
belief that affected urban physical aspect, settlement choices, and/or connection between 
buildings and streets. To expand and provide evacuation route in historic town, dedicated 
survey, and classification those issues as research materials and result in implication for policy 
recommendation may need to be clarified for urban mitigation plan that highly needed in very 
near future. In this study, the result of investigating deformed grid pattern in historic town is 
obtained to understand the nature of overlaying urban settlement and its morphology. The 
Natural behavior consideration in panic situation to select evacuation route is necessity to 
investigate and categorized for evacuation planning. 
Based on this dissertation framework, in disaster risk reduction aspect, Vulnerable and 
risk map will be assessed. To provide linkage to syntactic properties, it will be discussed with 
syntactic analysis using GIS (Geographic Information System) overlay method. This reveals 
the risk of an earthquake in various issued on the urban scale. Evacuation route and evacuation 
place(shelter) radius will be investigated and evaluated using an axial line analysis of the Space 
Syntax as overview, and angular segment analysis as delicacy detail, respectively then from 
and to travel analysed as syntactic properties will be evaluated by the agent-based application 
in a disaster simulation. This simulation result will be discussed and tested the hypothesis of 
this study in various situation. To acquire the result of deformed grid cities, core and cross axes 
of urban area will be studied using similar method of analysis; this will be provided the 
classification of its urban network with deformed grid. Urban aggregation of settlement in 
historic town will be correlated with GIS kernel density analysis and revealed disaster risk. 
Then, to apply this method to cope with recent-day implementation, various scenario will be 
created to compare travel time and solution in the reinvention of religious places in historic 
town with deformed grid. This implementation scenario will base on several stages in a 
different level of disaster risk. 
   The result of comparison deformed grid cities in chapter 2, reveals consistency with 
space syntax methodology as proven tool to identified urban axis which also revealed its history 
and socio-politic through GIS overlay. These urban axes of Lan Na –the historic kingdom in 
the northern Thailand-  its historic towns show significance result according to their concepts 
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and historical contents. These urban axis identification shows indigenous idea to create viable 
communities using natural-imitation concepts in ‘Sankh’ or ‘Traiphum’. These concepts 
represent through its function as religious places as a spiritual center or transformed spaces to 
response with political issues. For Lan Na kingdom, it significantly shows high respect to 
Buddhism from these spatial arrangements. Including, political aspects, some towns adapt this 
center according to political pleasures that transition through time, however the risk in 
evacuation shown in deformed-grid pattern. The natural or organic without related or clearly 
orientation of direction led to risk of evacuation in cities with deformed grid pattern. 
   Nevertheless, studying how residents settle in its morphology is also should be clarified, 
simultaneously. Additional issues of urban networks with deformed grid may derive from a 
delicate method, to conserve urban history, present-day spatial aspect must be measured to 
identified transition and development of the city which may affect the efficient spatial policy 
of city according to its own settlements pattern especially in developing country where deficit 
budget usually occur. 
   To analysed further in evacuation route of deformed grid city, Chiang Mai – historic 
town/previous capital of Lan Na kingdom- represents as the study area, HCA (Hierarchy cluster 
analysis) was used to evaluated Chiang Mai historic town, it revealed the Classified level of 
risk in sub-streets through its priorities and conform to Egress kernel density map. It efficiently 
separated typical sub-streets and priority sub-street that available to implement the appropriate 
measure, especially in spatial and regulation management. HCA result divided function of a 
street into 4 categories consist of Primary, Secondary, Sub-street and priorities streets. 
   On the other issue, the public spaces in Chiang Mai are, mostly, Buddhist religious 
places. The level of openness is totally open to public freely and all of it close in evening. 
Public spaces correspond to its attachment in the deformed grid network shown by their 
syntactic properties, especially religious places. In term of size of space, larger spaces are 
attached to the higher degree of syntactic values. Cultural-place relation and center of 
community demonstrated and revealed their correlation through GIS-syntax-statistical analysis. 
  In chapter 4, the result from ASA (Angular segment analysis) showed highly relation and 
hierarchy of religious places based on cultural-important of the space. The higher angular 
length means that spaces are coped with cultural activities in different levels. Distinctive spaces 
also derived and reaffirm significant of central temples (Chedi Luang and PhraSingha temples), 
cultural-spatial related, these spaces almost fully cover overall deformed grid network. Groups 
of temples categorized by its Angular length response directly to its location and linkage to the 
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urban fabric. There are groups that response to surrounding communities and response to total 
historic town as gradually described by this analysis. 
   In addition, Statistic result revealed the distinctive relationship between ASA and socio-
spatial variables consist of quantitative data; Egression points, and qualitative data; a level of 
connection to core streets. However, on the contrary, the Gate and size of space are inconsistent 
with ASA result. The conclusion indicated that these variables able to be reinventing to 
response to its surrounding or cope with various issues such as alternative entry gate(s) to gain 
more accessibility of space according to its activities and cultural-spatial functions.  
   The reinvention of religious place, Buddhist temples, has highly potential and a 
possibility to act as evacuation place. Both angular coverage from-to temple’s gate result 
confirmed the viable reinvention of these spaces. Even the highest obstruction, combined with 
a vehicle on street and building rubble obstructions, the evacuation able to be finished with no 
persons stuck in the system. However, the risk of congestion and overcapacity derived, from 
the isolated of temples in labyrinth area which has been predicted by previous chapters using 
combination method between morphology study and syntax analysis. These risks are, likewise, 
abled to mitigate through specific strategy depend on its location and morphology. 
   In chapter5-6, the vulnerable areas are simulated. The highest level of obstruction tested 
and resolved using different solutions. Part of the solution, it used angular analysis to evaluate 
the alternative routes that solve the overcapacity problem. The Hierarchy Cluster analysis of 
urban street supported the evaluation of the proper location of alternative routes. Still, the 
religious place proves to be enabled to reinvent as evacuation place. In the case of the worst-
case scenario solution, alternative routes and emergency place are necessary to improve this 
reinvention has the best efficiency of the religious place. In alternative route solution result, it 
significantly decreases the travel time of evacuee .to 1,758.8s which decrease 829.2s or 33.32% 
from without solution simulation. In the emergency place solution result, it significantly 
distributes the total evacuees in vulnerable religious place that affect the evacuation time to 
1,331.6s which decreases 1,306.4s or 49.52% from without solution simulation. These 
solutions are proven to be efficient considering the travel time using alternative route and 
distribution of evacuees using emergency place. The combination of solution able to decreases 
the evacuation time to 970s which decrease 1,668.0s or 63.23% from the without solution 
simulation. These solutions achieve the objective to resolve the congestion and overcapacity 
problem of reinvented religious places. 
The solutions and reinvented religious places abled to retrieve the evacuees in this 
historic area. Even If the historic city has the deformed grid network where the access through 
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this area may find difficulty from lost in orientation but the cultural related religious place 
shows potential to reinvent as evacuation place. The highest risk of congestion and 
overcapacity in the combined obstruction has been resolved. These combination tools and 
method could apply to cope the risk and mitigating the vulnerability derived in a man-made 
environment. Specific strategies have been created and tested to precipitate and support the 
using of religious place as evacuation shelter in dedicated detail that pinpoint both objectivities 
of congestion and overcapacity problems. 
In conclusion, the potential of reinvention cultural-related space in term of disaster 
mitigation is derived. The adaptive usage of Angular Segment Analysis applied to reveal and 
indicate the risk from lost in orientation of labyrinth deformed grid network in the historic town. 
This analytic method when combined with GIS tools prove to be a viable method to produced 
evacuation route planning and finally created the resolution to reinvent the religious place. The 
study outreaches the missing link between urban morphology in the historic town with 
deformed grid, earthquake evacuation planning, and spatial behavior using the religious place. 
It shows the linkage in spatial behavior reflects in layers of historic morphological space able 
to support the earthquake evacuation route planning. However, to implement this output and 
outcome of the study, the limitation and further study need to be discussed. Imperative 
information and further integrated data may need to reach the highest efficient of risk 
mitigation in term of evacuation route planning in the historic town with deformed grid.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
“Cities have been and still are contain complex refuge and act as shelter from natural disaster 
these leading to clustering of hotspot as spatial concern and complicate layer of historical items evolve 
through time." (Christine, Ebba, & Claudia, 2013).  
Recently, a risk of disaster in the urban area and lack of spatial management are continuity 
occurring especially in developing countries (United Nations Human Settlements Programme , 2010). 
Aim to contribute knowledge into proper policies for spatial improvement of historic town to cope with 
disaster while maintain irreplaceable historic town character is considering desirable (ICOMOS, 2005) , 
the objective of this study is to analyze and investigate its character of urban fabric to act as evacuation 
routes due disaster occurs, focus on urban morphology and accessibility character. (see, figure 1.1) 
At present day, misguide rapid development may cause those historic towns prone to disaster 
risk. Meanwhile, disaster risk management trend in the 21st century is going to emphasize on 
preparedness and cycle of disaster risk more than only focus on recovery strategy (IPCC, 2012). 
Therefore, to create efficiency risk management, a suitable model must be created by local context 
consideration, led to the differentiation of solutions in each historic town depend on its social and spatial 
aspects (UNESCO, 2010). Moreover, historic town has vulnerable for experiencing physical problems 
more than new development cities; The density of buildings, bottleneck situation in circulation within 
the small road, and choice of evacuation routes must be highly considered combine with its historical 
meaning (Mishima, Miyamoto, & Taguchi, 2013). It is an urgency to seek and investigate how the 
urban morphology of historic town operating in usual basis and its potential to provide evacuation. 
Recent studies of disaster, are, however, proposed on the shortest route to shelter provide by GIS (Wei 
XU, 2008) therefore human behavior such spatial cognition in panic situations, may rather choose the 
simplest way which imprinted by spatial cognition of travelling in their urban fabric than shortest route 
calculated by computers. There have been studies on space syntax that imply selected routine travel by 
pedestrian in a city (Hillier, Penn, & Hanson, 1993). (see, figure 1.2) These studies proved a relationship 
between human behavior as spatial cognition and physical indicators in their studies (Kim, 1999). By 
analyzing Syntactic properties of the urban network, it represents street usage as overall integration, 
therefore, these sets of analytic tool comprise of GIS’s spatial data may provide more appropriate 
evacuate route than typical shortest route method, which also relate to a spatial cognition of human. 
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As the historic town has many limitations as described above, moreover, in developing 
countries efficient earthquake evacuation route in historic town may understudy. Even though there is 
studies and researches concern on building stiffness or service area of emergency facilities. (Hasapinyo, 
2009) (Thiengburanathum, 2012)  
Figure 1.1. Earthquake hazard and its consequences of loss events between 1980-2013 (Source: 
Munich RE risk management and reinsurance, 2015) 
Figure 1.2. Choice of evacuation problem (Source: Tim Stonor, 2014) 
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In this specific area, had some complexity issues such as; settlement belief that affected urban 
physical aspect, settlement choices, and/or connection between buildings and streets. (see, figure 1.3) 
To expand and provide evacuation route in historic town, dedicated survey, and classification those 
issues as research materials and result in implication for policy recommendation may need to be 
clarified for urban mitigation plan that highly needed in very near future. In this study, the result of 
investigating urban fabrics is obtained to understand the nature of overlaying urban settlement and its 
morphology. 
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT  
As historic town there many limitations, moreover in developing countries efficient earthquake 
evacuation route in historic town may understudy even though there are study and research concern on 
building stiffness or service area of emergency facilities.  Natural behavior consideration in panic 
situation to select evacuation route may be necessity investigate and categories for improvement 
especially in historic town with deformed grid which is somehow had some complexity issues in 
settlement belief that affected urban physical aspect. To expand and provide evacuation route in the 
historic town with deformed grid, research materials and result implication for policy recommendation 
or dynamic tool need to be clarified for urban preparation/mitigation plan needed in near future. In this 
study, the result of investigating urban fabrics will be obtained provide a better understanding the nature 
of overlaid historic accessibility character and its morphology. (see, figure 1.4) 
(a)                   (b) 
Figure 1.3. (a) Evacuation Chaos in Nepal 2015 (Source: EPA,2015)  
(b) Various pattern of grid network  
(Source: www.bricoleurbanism.org, retrieved in October 2014) 
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1.3. AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
The Aim of this study is to provide toolset and viable method to evaluate its character of 
religious place to act as evacuation shelter when earthquake event occurred to cope with spatial 
cognition and natural behavior, therefore, detail objectives are as follow; 
• To define risk and vulnerability of historic town with the deformed grid pattern. 
• To clarify methodology of evacuation route within a deformed grid pattern city. 
• To evaluate a socio-cultural place potential to provide an evacuation plan. 
• To prioritize and evacuation places to provide an evacuation plan weigh on spatial 
configuration of a deformed grid city. 
1.4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
As problem derives from missing link between the earthquake evacuation, Spatial cognitive, 
and Historic town with deformed grid. This study focused on the vulnerability of historic town using 
syntactic properties as a core method to assess urban morphology to be used as evacuation routes and 
to define and/or classify religious place to be used as designated shelter area. 
Based on overview framework, in disaster risk reduction aspect, Vulnerable and risk map will 
be assessed. To provide linkage to syntactic properties, it will be discussed with syntactic analysis using 
GIS overlay method. This reveals the risk of an earthquake in various issued on the urban scale. 
Evacuation route and evacuation place(shelter) radius will be investigated and evaluated using an axial 
line analysis as overview, and angular segment analysis as delicacy detail, respectively then from and 
to travel analysed as syntactic properties will be evaluated by the agent-base application in a disaster 
simulation. This simulation result will be discussed and tested the hypothesis of this study in various 
situation. In Cultural properties aspect, Urban space and its morphology will be analysed using an axial 
Figure 1.4. Missing linkage in Evacuation study. (Source: Author, 2015) 
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line analysis, and an angular segment analysis to provide from-to travel using urban space, network in 
evacuation routes and shelter radius, simultaneously. Core and cross axes of urban area share a similar 
method of analysis; this will be provided the classification of its urban network with deformed grid. 
Urban aggregation of settlement in historic town will be correlated with GIS kernel density analysis 
and revealed disaster risk. (see, figure 1.5) 
Finally, to apply this methodology cope with recent-day implementation, various scenario will 
be created to compare travel time and solution in the reinvention of socio-cultural places in historic 
town with deformed grid. This implementation scenario will base on several stages in a different level 
of disaster risk. 
1.5. SCOPE OF THE STUDY AND RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
1.5.1. Scope of the Study 
In this study, the primary data retrieve from a field survey of spatial morphology, disaster risk 
vulnerability of Chiang Mai historic town that has a deformed grid pattern. The secondary data use in 
public spaces history and GIS satellite imaginary only. 
As the spatial study, this research has a limitation on economic data. To broaden and 
affirmation of evaluation tools, in the northern Thailand’s cities, consist of several historic towns with 
deformed grid and shared concept are chosen to be analyzed. According to objectives of the study to 
provide evacuation route focused on the deformed grid city, a main site of this study has focused on the 
historic town of Chiang Mai. Field survey of morphology is applied in Chiang Mai historic town. 
Figure 1.5. Overview Conceptual Framework. (Source: Author, 2016) 
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Vulnerability risk map, the urban character also retrieved from same area. Therefore, from this study, 
repetition of method could be applying through similar spatial configuration or shared syntactic 
properties of the historic towns. 
1.5.2. Research Contributions 
The contribution of this study intends to provide supportive data for evacuation plan. 
Reinvention of religious place in deformed grid city to act as designated shelter area is provided crucial 
information for decision-maker or urban designer. In academic aspect, usage of urban morphology by 
space syntax was extended. In this study merging, thesis and hypothesis in space syntax and disaster 
risk was tested. In practical term, supportive knowledge was distributed by risk reduction scenarios 
evaluated by risk assessment and simulation that provides initiated or updated data for historic town 
with deformed grid.   
1.6. LITERATURE REVIEWS 
1.6.1. Grid and Deformed Grid pattern city. 
Origin of the grid pattern city could be dates from many originated multiple cultures, however, 
the most well-known record of grid iron system spreads during the roman empire. (Stanislawski, 1946) 
According to Dan Stanislawski, it was spread around the Mediterranean and into northern Europe due 
to it easiness to adopt and manage as military center (Castra; Fort or castle). The foundation of grid 
pattern colonial cities started in the second half of the Roman Republic (300 to 30 BC), as mentioned, 
Figure 1. 6. City of Cosa in Italy and Timgad in Algeria (Source: Author, 2017) 
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the growing capital affected the expansion of wars. (Galantay, 1979) The city of Cosa, conquered as a 
colonial city in 273 BC, conform of city wall inside the wall is a regular grid. The best-known example 
of a Roman Colonial town is Timgad where the grid pattern is highly exhibit the archetype of itself 
(Francis, 1913). (see, figure 1.6) 
The roman model of grid pattern city in colonial cities were used in Spanish settlement as well 
in 12th to 15th century. It was consecutively planned the new colonial in America during Spanish 
colonization (Gates, 2003). The Spanish colonization using grid pattern in America still evidently 
appear and inspire the latter towns. These models and pattern of colonialism became flourish within 
Renaissance Era, instead of forum or military quarter, it replaced by Church and square. (Mumford, 
1961). In 1859, Ildefons Cerda a Spanish engineer, introduced the plan of Barcelona which represent 
the example of new paradigm of city during its time to highly use the potential of grid pattern network, 
the main axis was using for infrastructure such as gas, tram, sewage system and public amenity 
(Toderian, 2012). It represents the highly grid pattern city in industrial period. This city-shape used 
during western colonial in many towns in Asia using Roman empire model to establish the expansion 
of military controlled. 
Meanwhile, in 6th to 10th century in Asia, the Chinese imperial city of Chang’ an is highly 
influence the city form in nearby country. City of Chang’an designed to be capital city of China. 
Combined with the cosmology, Chang’an using grid system in to determined function with spiritual 
meaning (Benn, 2002) (Ebrey, 2006). The street rhythm is various created into different width according 
to its purpose. The imperial grid system of Chang’an and Japanese adaptation such as Heijokyo or Nara 
in Japan in 710 AD provided the systematic of urban axis using grid-system to represent and linkage to 
Figure 1. 7 City of Chang’an in China and Nara in Japan. (Source: history.cultural-
china.com and heritageofjapan.wordpress.com, access 13 May 2017) 
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cosmology especially in Buddhism as demi-god position of the emperors (Kostof, 1991). (see, figure 
1.7) 
In America, the grid pattern widely used since the earliest colonies era, Philadelphia was 
designed with rectilinear street grid in 1982, it one of the first cities that using grid pattern system. 
(Jackson, 1985) Noticeably, the famous grid pattern city in America is the plan of Manhattan in New 
York city, plan established in 1811 during the industrial period, Similar to Cerda’s Barcelona plan 
(Kostof, 1991). The grid was used to easily manage and provide the infrastructure of the city. The 
important benefit of grid pattern in modern era is to response the vehicle traffic and easily management 
of amenity in each block of residential (Jackson, 1985) (Mumford, 1961). However, disadvantage of 
grid pattern city argued by Oscar Newman in 1972, the through traffic from grid pattern could be one 
of the factor that decrease the identities of neighborhood. This idea expanded by Donald Appleyard’s 
finding on the urban street and social studies in 1981. (Newman, 1972) (Appleyard, 1981) 
Apart from Grid pattern city, another city-form derive from natural, semi-planned intention. 
The Deformed grid pattern city may be found in term of ‘Spontaneous city’ or ‘Organic city’ by 
Alexander Christopher and Spiro Kostof, respectively. To underline one of this pattern, it usually 
presumed to develop without any benefit, however, considering there is no city that have ‘unplanned’. 
Some part of this deformed grid pattern had input the agenda of city design but subject to no master 
plan, it was grown through passage of time, topography and daily life of residents (Kostof, 1991) 
(Lefebvre, 1974). In city-shaped Kostof suggested that the origin of this city’s form may derive from 
the freeing of movement in geometric order due to grid pattern is too inflexible in term of human 
movement. The natural movement soon carved from the short distance through large rigid block of grid 
pattern or the public space which crystallized into new streets, secondary it created through the 
reorganization of the block itself to create more socially exclusive units. Final notice, is the impact of 
new public space that put into the urban fabric. (Kostof, 1991, pp. 48-51). In summary, this deformed 
grid pattern is an interesting combination between authorized control of grid and autonomy of freeform 
organic pattern. 
In 1999, Bill hillier suggested the methodology to analyze the complexity of deformed grid 
pattern city. Using space syntax analysis to define non-uniform street, it shows the hidden structure of 
deformed grid pattern coexist with organic form of local street. (Hillier, 1999) The study expands and 
extents to clarify the linkage between urban grid and urban shape by Ermel Shpuza in 2007, in this 
study the shape strongly affect to the syntactic properties of its grid system which finally reveal the 
underlying grid morphology (Shpuza, 2007). Even the deformed grid pattern is may find more difficulty 
in its origin and management than the conventional grid pattern but this continuity in morphology 
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researches able to define the variation in complicated deformed grid pattern (Hillier, 2007; Hillier, 
Centrality as a process, 1999) (Dawson, 2003). (see, figure 1.8) 
1.6.2. Disaster risk in historic town 
 Restriction and definition of cultural heritage now include historic urban areas, vernacular 
heritage, cultural landscapes (tangible heritage, which include natural and cultural sites), and even 
living dimensions of heritage and all aspects of the physical and spiritual relationship between human 
societies and their environment (intangible heritage) (Jokilehto, 2005). Immovable cultural property 
can be endangered, for instance, because no value was placed on earthquake resistance at the time of 
its construction, or there was simply no knowledge of mitigation strategy of appropriate methods 
(Ebnother, 2007). 
In 2005 Kyoto declaration (ICOMOS, 2005) on the protection of Cultural properties, historic 
town, and their settings from natural disaster established framework on the preservation of cultural 
properties and historic town especially people or resident living in or involve cultural heritage as 
intangible heritage however combination of organization  (UNESCO, ICCROM and ICOMOS) concern 
about disaster reduction are often active in post-disaster situation while local organizations are only 
main response and inefficiency to provide strategies when events occur (GFDRR, 2015).The potential 
Figure 1. 8. Study on Deformed grid pattern by space syntax (Source: Dawson, 2003) 
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disaster losses, in lives, health status, livelihoods, assets, and services, which could occur to a particular 
community or a society over some specified future time period. (see, figure 1.9) 
“The definition of disaster risk reflects the concept of disasters as the outcome of continuously 
present conditions of risk. Disaster risk comprises different types of potential losses which are often 
difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, with knowledge of the prevailing hazards and the patterns of 
population and socio-economic development, disaster risks can be assessed and mapped, in broad 
terms at least.” (UNISDR, 2009). 
From International Disaster database (2014), a trend of natural disaster per casualties from 1903 
to 2015 shows that major causes of casualties were epidemics and droughts since the 1900s to 1980s. 
Flooding events occurred in the 1930s and 1950s. Medical technology innovations in recent years are 
affecting decline numbers of epidemics in a modern era. Transportation and media innovations also 
similar effect to droughts in remote countries. As cities are developing, in the economics of scale, it 
expands in term of size and number. This leading to the risk of earthquakes which significantly incline 
since the 1980s (Ben, Pier, Terry, & Ian, 2003). However, derive questions has appeared, one approach 
is focusing on significant advances in seismology and/or resistant engineering. Other approach 
concerning in new understanding of social systems. For latter approach, may distribute to an insight 
that social systems are not only vulnerable but able to provide the solution in disaster risk reduction 
(International disaster database, 2015). (see, figure 1.10) 
As engineering and political terms show important to earthquake risk reduction or even 
prevention. Social engagement with proper implementation, communities in vulnerable areas could 
prepare themselves for disaster events (Ben, JC, & IIan, 2012) (GFDRR, 2015). Preparedness is highly 
essential in many issues. Public spaces needed non-structural measures to reduce disaster risk. This 
Figure 1.9. Disaster Risk 
(Source: Author arranged from Ben Wisner, 2012) 
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includes local-context institutional plans for evacuation when an earthquake occurred (UNESCO, 2010) 
(UNISDR, 2009) (United Nations Human Settlements Programme , 2010). 
The case of the historic town of Kathmandu, Nepal M7.8 earthquake of 25 April 2015 severely 
shook the life of at least 8 million people were homeless (USGS, 2013). Earlier earthquakes in this area 
had occurred in 1934. Unfortunately, official preparedness for this event was overlooked. Lack of 
awareness of earthquake risk explained through an absence of local earthquake regulations and the 
result of destruction, especially in human settlements. Nepal, again, struck with the second major 
earthquake on 12 May 2015 with M7.3. Casualties had been appeared to be addition caused by nearly 
collapsing residential units (USGS, 2013). These events led to an investigation of public spaces in Nepal 
historic town(see, figure 1.11). In study shown lack of preparedness in public spaces, suitable spaces 
are found with the lack of utility. Further studies are highly needed to test and better understanding in 
pattern and behavior of populations in seeking public shelter (Anhorn & Khazai, 2015). 
Figure 1.10. Trend of Natural Disaster Catastrophe by decades.  
(Source: Edited and Updated from International Disaster Database, 1903-2015) 
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1.6.3. Evacuation planning 
The unorganized Evacuation can result and affect in confusion especially factor of human panic. 
Usually in evacuation planning, the condition should be upheld consist of; Evacuation route, 
Notification system and evacuation shelter. (NFPA, 2016). Responsible for creating evacuation plan to 
manage situations often determined within the Disaster or Emergency Management agency. However, 
Plan for evacuation is not an instant process or ‘one plan fit all’ which cover all hazardous situation 
(IPCC, 2012). Therefore, the plan must be study according to 3 main condition which response to its 
context to support the mobilization and coordination of all relevant. (CCCM, 2016) 
 
Figure 1.11. Summarize damage and loss from Nepal’s earthquake 
(Source: Nepal National Planning Commission, 2015) 
Figure 1. 12. Evacuation Process (Source: AIDR, 2013 edited by author) 
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The most dangerous in evacuation is the immediate evacuation, this result from a hazard impact 
that forced immediate response and, usually, with panic. (IPCC, 2012) (Australian Emergency 
Management Institute, 2013). Evacuation planning should supplement and complement with the main 
emergency management plan (as an integral part of comprehensive plan) (Australian Emergency 
Management Institute, 2013) (International disaster database, 2015). Initially, the developing an 
evacuation plan is where a risk assessment identified and evacuation response as appropriate risk 
management strategy(see, figure 1.12). 
Recently, many studies revealed the panic situation as one of the risk in evacuation planning. 
(Helbing & Johansson, 2010) (Helbing, Farkas, & Vicsek, 2000) The Key factor to considering the risk 
including type of hazard, the environment(Infrastructure), the cause of evacuation and the people 
influence each other must be integrated in an evacuation plan. (Kunzer, 2016). Laura Kunzer also 
suggested that elaborated information about an evacuation plan should be discussed and provided. A 
benchmark of the evacuation time for specific hazard and condition should be established. These 
benchmarks can be established through the best practices, regulation, or simulations. 
1.6.4. Socio-cultural place 
Cultural property definition initiated and given by UNESCO convention in 1954 including the 
movable and immovable content of great importance to a heritage of every people (UNESCO, 1994). 
This term of an idea developed into ‘Cultural heritage’ due to world heritage movement it adapted core 
philosophy of cultural property into wider and sharper image of the human legacy which consists of 
tangible and intangible heritage combine with ‘Outstanding Universal Value’ to determined criteria of 
its significance. 
This cultural property not only represent human indigenous legacy, it reflects the translation 
and harmony of human living especially in the production of the city (Lefebvre, 1974). In same article 
Lefebvre discussed that space or spatial element procedure, abstract, and the element of social should 
be studied by specific description where space did not create in naturally way but it contains its own 
status from being built, defined, and interpreted. 
The city is one of the most intensity of cultural properties aggregation (Kostof, 1991). It 
contains and acts as dynamic mechanism response simultaneously with its own resident’s identity (Hall, 
1959). The more understanding in cultures concerning a structure of social cohesion, the better wisdom 
is represented and able to read their built environment (Kostof, 1991, pp. 10-11). 
Religious forms are one of an essential part of cultures, it determines symbolic nature of spatial 
aspect such as building and/or related spaces (Rapoport, 1969). Even some of cultural properties created 
in purpose of a ruler or by its norm, still, religious has created the most influence on the cultural realm 
(Raglan, 1964) (Rapoport, 1969). 
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Since the religious is the fundamental element of pre-industrial cities, the spiritual dimension 
is profoundly represented and laid the city physical aspects (Rapoport, 1969). For religious-
demigod(King) intent, at Angkor wat in 12th century, Through the inscription of urban form using 
cosmological conceit shared by Hindu and Buddhist doctrine (Damian, et al., 2007)(see, figure 1.13). 
This Cosmo diagram of religious-related planning was widely spread throughout some cities of South 
and East Asia.  Since, in the concept, the city was state that connect between earth and heaven, the site 
of sacred places was delicacy chosen through geomancy. (Gates, 2003) Temple (the religious places) 
and city were laid out in accordance with the same sacred diagrams such as facing eastern direction, 
align with the compass, the main temple and the palace occupied the center, etc. (Galantay, 1979) (Gates, 
2003) (Bangkok Bank Com,.Ltd, 2008) A series of urban core inscribing plaza surround its core, used 
for religious or important ritual events. 
According to Buddhist culture, religious place acts as multi activity center for education, 
culture, charity, psychological counseling and amusement. (Li & Zhu, 2008) This doctrine create the 
unit of residential where the temple is the center of public life. In urban planning, according to 
cosmological concept, the largest temple of the city, represent the mountain of gods, Mount Meru- A 
holy mountain where gods live with axis of the universe combine with habitat of humans and spirits. 
(Jumsai, 1997) As for this concept highly adapted use to established Buddhist town planning, where 
the temple is the center of communities to act as public space both political and functional paradigm 
(Jumsai, 2008). The centric using temple as sacred medium may profoundly seen in Hindu temple city 
of Madurai in the southern India. Established around 1th to 15th, the city divided into a quadrangular 
Figure 1. 13. Angkor Wat Angkor Thom overview  
(Source: www.mappery.com access on 14 May 2017) 
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deformed blockage around the temple, urban axes were aligned with the four quarters of the compass, 
and the four gates of the temple provided access to the city (see, figure 1.14). The hierarchy of living 
quarter also determined the settlement of resident, for example, the wealthy and higher echelons were 
placed in street close to the temple (King, 1984) (Smith & Reynolds, 1984).  
 
1.6.5. Spatial cognition and behavior studies 
Cognitive psychology is the study how people perceive, learn, memorize and recall or 
remember about information (Sternberg & Sternberg, 2009). the cognitive research will lead to 
improving system that takes advantage of understanding human perception related to geospatial 
information. Thus, responsive in urban design or morphology will greatly improve effectiveness and 
efficiency in spatially related decision-making (Golledge, 1998). 
This leading to another related but more delicate matter which is wayfinding, it balanced on 
mental representation manifested by environment and its process (Raubal & Worboys, 1999). 
In both fields of spatial cognition and behavior studies, spatial environment, specifically its 
spatial configuration has been considered an integral part of its focus. Nevertheless, there have, yet, 
been sufficient tools to allow it considered as the discriminant predictor or likewise. Researchers on 
spatial cognition usually investigate on the interaction of human behavior – both internal cognitive logic 
procedure such as perception, memory-reasoning task and more wayfinding and route choice- with the 
real environment. However, previous studies mostly focused on behavior more than spatial form 
(Golledge, 1998) (Dalton, 2010) (Hillier & Penn, 2004). In addition, spatial and behavior researchers 
Figure 1. 14. Madurai temple centric city. (Source: Joshi, 2016) 
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have long found in noted for the importance of spatial configuration to predict wayfinding, Social 
interaction, and related behavior, but may be founded had been the lack of methodological and 
conceptual tools for interpreting and combining spatial environment into behavior research. (see, figure 
1.15) 
To achieve knowledge frame in cognition behavior studies, described by Sternberg, et al in 
2009 (Sternberg & Sternberg, 2009), observation instance turns into Knowledge instance combine with 
observation schemata which accumulated from observation instance. Finally, both schemata and 
instance create knowledge frame that memorized into human-environment relation. Despite objective 
data, such spatial condition and environment, subjective of an environment such as historical meaning 
derive as part of knowledge instance. As schemata, due to gravity of travel inside spatial configuration, 
syntactic properties derive as classified urban morphology (Hillier, 2007). 
In summary, studies concerning cognition should explore the interaction between human and 
its environment. To receive dynamic perception of human through its environment, the method of study 
can be combined with variety of academic field and expand as interdisciplinary especially in practical 
research, See table 1.1. 
Table 1.1. Spatial Cognition Study. (Source: Sternberg et al, 2009) 
Comparative in 
Cognition study 
Thesis Antithesis Summary 
Spatial 
environment and 
Behavior 
Focus on human 
cognition 
character. 
Study on application of 
environmental influence 
to human cognition. 
To explore interaction 
between human and its 
environment. 
Figure 1.15. Reasoning in Understanding Empirical World.  
(Source: Edited by author from Raubal and Worboys, 1999) 
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Comparative in 
Cognition study 
Thesis Antithesis Summary 
Rational logic and 
empirical sense 
Logic procedure 
based on current 
knowledge. 
Perception could 
stimulate Logic sense. 
To study dynamic perception 
and its potential to human 
logic. 
Controlled 
experiment and 
Observation 
Studying cognition 
by using highly 
controlled 
experiment. 
Study natural interaction 
through ecological 
observation. 
Both method can combine to 
provide variety of methods. 
Scope of study Limit to one 
specify domain of 
studying. 
Use generalization of 
processes across variety 
of domain. 
Explore and identify which 
one is specific or general. 
Basis and 
application 
Conduct research 
focus on 
fundamental 
cognitive. 
Study way to apply to 
provide  effectively 
cognition. 
Basic of fundamental 
research can be applied to 
practical research and 
likewise. 
Biological and 
Behavioral 
Study on brain 
function how it 
react to cognitive 
task. 
Study people behavior 
in cognitive task and its 
quality. 
Multiple level of analysis can 
be synthesizes and 
understanding , 
simultaneously. 
 
1.6.6. Space syntax 
1.6.6.1. Space syntax technique  
Space syntax is a science-based, human-focused approach that investigates relationships 
between spatial layout and a range of social, economic and environmental phenomena. These 
phenomena include patterns of movement, awareness, and interaction; density, land use, and land value; 
urban growth and societal differentiation; safety and crime distribution. 
Space syntax was pioneered in the 1970s by Prof Bill Hillier, Prof Julienne Hanson, and 
colleagues at The Bartlett University College London. Built on quantitative analysis and geospatial 
computer technology, space syntax provides a set of theories and methods for the analysis of spatial 
configurations of all kinds and at all scales. 
Generally, Syntax is a method of revealing spatial complexities then attempt to identify or 
clarify its structure that hidden in their configuration. This method is based upon graph theory in 
mathematic that translates building and urban travel through spatial properties (Hillier, Penn, & Hanson, 
Natural movement or configuration and attraction in urban pedestrian movement, 1993). Space syntax 
is proven to be useful in investigating and analyzing patterns of architectural space, at any scale from 
Table 1.1. (Con) Spatial Cognition Study. (Source: Sternberg et al, 2009) 
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building to urban level. Such investigations of spatial configuration then describe as independent 
variables in various kind of architectural research. Space syntax is highly concerning in spatial problems 
and some research shows the relation between social cohesion and its spatial environment. 
Recently, Space syntax is based on technic of revealing the configuration that is based on 
topological relationships rather than on metric distance (Hillier, Burdett, Peponis, & Penn, 1987). 
However, this background of methodology was aroused by an astonishing argument between Bill 
Hillier and Carlo Ratti in 2004 (Ratti, 2004) (Hillier & Penn, Rejoinder to Carlo Ratti, 2004) that lead 
to angular segment analysis and develop of hypothesizes response to this argument. In recent researches, 
it has been used to reveal social formations (Hillier, Burdett, Peponis, & Penn, 1987). Moreover, it also 
focuses on natural movement in urban areas (Hillier, Penn, & Hanson, 1993), social cohesion of housing 
developments, the most notorious results was understanding urban crime and pollution (Hillier & Shu, 
2000) (Hillier & Sahbaz, 1997). 
The methodology of space syntax refers to quantifying the various levels of topological 
relationships within experiment layout. It proposes of choosing spatial configuration units that are based 
on visual perception in a two-dimension plane as convex space. These units will be discussed or further 
analyzed as axial lines as preliminary topological relationships. 
1.6.6.2. Space syntax in wayfinding and disaster approach 
Initiation to explore the relationship between spatial aspect and wayfinding performance using 
space syntax technic started in 1990 by Penopis, Zimring, and Choi. The study showed theoretical 
distinction and a relationship between specific wayfinding tasks and the overall cognitive or 
understanding of the environment determined as intelligibility. The study also argued that in wayfinding 
through complex or labyrinth environment, it cannot depend on visual perception only but requires a 
more overall abstract understanding of the way in which local units correlated into total units (Penopis, 
Zimring, & Choi, 1990). 
In disaster evacuation, a similar method was adopted by Saif Haq in 1999 study in large hospital 
wayfinding (Haq, 1999). This finding showed significant in correlations between objective properties 
of the spatial aspect and behavior of research subjects in cognitive aspect. Since wayfinding was 
revealed as an activity that is mediated by cognition.  
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On a recent day, studies on space syntax related in the disaster are continuing. Mostly 
concerning risk preparedness in various scale and detail issues. Importance finding revealed casualties 
in Indonesia by Fakhrurrazi et al (2012), the study showed a number of casualties are correlated with 
low integration value of syntactic properties. This study showed competence of space syntax on 
studying disaster in the panic of evacuees. Another similar study by Sari et al (2012) used overlay risk 
map using space syntax compared with the density of people in earthquake situation at Turkey. In 
Type of 
Disaster 
Application in 
Disaster 
Topic 
Author/
Year 
Scale/ 
Study area 
Summary 
General Emergency Evacuation of building 
Alper et 
al, 2005 
Building 
/Turkey 
Linkage between 
configuration of 
building and decision 
making. 
General Preparedness 
Accessibility 
of urban 
shelter 
Dou et al, 
2011 
Macro 
Urban 
/China 
Comparing between 
GIS technic and space 
syntax. 
Fire in high-
rise Building Emergency 
Evacuation 
efficiency 
Choi et 
al, 2007 
Building 
/Korea 
Comparing convention 
method in travelling 
time and  space syntax 
visibility process. 
Flood Preparedness & Emergency 
Street network 
and flood risk 
indicator 
Gil, J and 
Stein 
bach, P, 
2008 
Meso-
Urban /UK 
Overlay risk map into 
syntax map, provides 
indicators impact on 
urban street network 
Hurricane Recovery 
Environment 
and disaster 
recovery 
Carpenter
, A, 2012 
Meso-
Urban 
/USA 
Relation between choice 
of recovery of residents 
and its syntactic 
properties. 
Earthquake Emergency Evacuation Sari, F, et al, 2012 
Micro 
Urban 
/Turkey 
Overlay risk map into 
syntax, provide density 
of people conform to 
syntactic of streets. 
Tsunami Preparedness & Emergency 
Evacuation in 
panic 
Fakhrurra
zi and 
Akkelies, 
N, 2012 
Meso-
Urban 
/Indonesia 
Provide correlated 
between casualties and 
space syntax comprise 
with panic behavior. 
Landslide Preparedness& Emergency Risk indicator 
Milton,C 
, 2013 
Historic 
Urban 
/Mexico 
Magnitude Landslide 
related both urban 
layout and socio-
economic of places. 
Table 1.2. Comparison of Spatial Cognition/Behavior studies.  
(Source: summarized by Author) 
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summary, these studies showed competency relation between human behavior when a disaster occurred 
and space syntax indication. 
1.6.7. GIS Geographic Information System 
GIS or Geographic Information Systems use to manage the database in form of map and statistic. 
Database transfer from remote sensing and/or global positioning system (GPS) then input to analyze in 
the topographic pattern which each location contain data for decision-making or planning. 
1.7. DISSERTATION OUTLINE 
This dissertation consists of seven chapters, outline of this study is outlined as follow. 
Chapter 1: Introduction to this study. It mentions the background of this study which leads to 
the problem statement, Scope of research, and Contribution or expected outcome. From problem 
statement, this study builds the methodology to retrieved and tested hypothesis derive from the 
statement. Works of literature on this study also reviews in this chapter. 
Chapter 2: Settlement risk of deformed grid pattern cities. In this chapter, shared concept of 
historic towns with deformed grid pattern was analyzed with research’s framework. It reveals a similar 
character of urban morphology and settlement in various inherited shape forms with deformed grid. 
Culture-space related also reveals in this chapter to clarified the shared concept that resulted in a grid 
or deformed grid pattern of inherited shape of historic towns. 
Chapter 3: Urban Characteristic viewing from morphology; the case study in Chiang Mai. This 
chapter describes the background of site study comprised with spatial, social-culture related aspect in 
basic information. Urban character and its morphology are revealed as potential in the evacuation as 
egress point, simultaneously. Classification for morphology type of street is categorized using statistic 
method combined with GIS overlay. 
Chapter 4: Accessibility of route using angular segment. This chapter shows method and result 
of angular analysis evaluated in public spaces of Chiang Mai’s historic town. This evaluation aims to 
reinvent religious places into designated evacuation area. Based on the influence of its morphological 
potential. 
Chapter 5: Evaluation of Evacuation routes. This chapter evaluates religious places in term of 
evacuation area proving by computer simulation. In this chapter, the evaluation will be discussed in 
term of combination between morphology and religious places consist of; religious places reinvention 
potentials through a different level and type of obstruction scenarios. 
Chapter 6: Solution Scenario for an evacuation plan through the reinvention of religion spaces. 
This chapter creates an evacuation planning scenarios and will be described in strategy to cope with 
disaster and post disaster risk in historic town with a deformed grid network. Based on risk reduction 
and disaster preparedness, solution for problem occurred in chapter5 will be evaluated and discussed in 
an evacuation planning perspective. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion the finding of the study, significance results are highlighted as the study 
implication.  Recommendation and Limitation of the study are also shown and discussed in to provide 
continuity of the further study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SETTLEMENT RISK OF DEFORMED GRID PATTERN CITIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
 In recent day, due to rapid urbanization level especially in developing country, this may lead to 
proper policies in the spatial improvement of historic towns. Urban axis is one of city element that must 
be intentionally set-up with highly geographic consideration these axes usually served as a war-time 
main channel, inherit cultural activities, encourage main architecture or wayfinding for residents which 
may create deformed grid pattern in the city. In South East Asia, grid pattern historic towns usually 
influenced by “Traiphum” or three worlds (Heaven, Earth, and Underworld) (Winichakul, 1994) 
(Soraya, 1999), the concept for prioritizing important level of architectural location on its axis. To study, 
the urban morphology of accumulate structure of towns with deformed grid, in this chapter try to 
investigate how ‘Lan Na’ towns – inherit the kingdom in northern Thailand - response to its urban axis 
in recently. This chapter interpreted how the urban axis of historic towns with deformed grid comprise 
to an overall spatial configuration using space syntax combined with GIS analysis method, meanwhile, 
revealed public spaces/religious places and residents settle influenced by or for those axes. This may 
prove religious place in historic town to be useful as cultural-space-place by revealed its urban axis and 
city shape, simultaneously. The questions considered in this chapter are issues as follow: 1) How core 
axis of historic towns with deformed grid determined by its history, integrate to an overall urban 
network? 2) Does city shape determine by various concept affect this urban axis? 2) How public spaces 
related to this axis or other highly integrate lines? And Did it reveal or response with the identity of 
urban history? 3) How residents settled in these spatial networks and Is it consistent with integrated 
lines? 
2.2. REVIEW OF HISTORIC TOWNS WITH DEFORMED GRID PATTERN CONCEPT IN 
THE NORTHERN OF THAILAND 
 In the northern part of Thailand, cities have evolved through time. From the 1200s, towns in 
this part influenced by ‘Lan Na’ culture –the shared culture in upper part of Thailand- which consists 
and composes of various tradition and belief. Lan Na`s protohistory was pre-occupied by ‘Mon’, ‘Tai’ 
and ‘Lua’ ethnic groups, Cultures which was Buddhist-animalism settled in that period (McDonald, 
1871) (Stratfor, 2006). Lan Na has consisted of several towns in northern part of Thailand, part of Shan 
state in Myanmar and a partial area of southern China. From various minorities, Lan Na was formed 
and establish as a kingdom where Chiang Mai was appointed as the capital city. (see, figure 2.1) These 
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led Chiang Mai to a settlement in the form of an aggregate group of beliefs and emerge of indigenous 
tradition- show in the intention of city shape- in which historic towns established (Ongsakul, 2010) 
(Guntang, 1990). In term of urban planning, physical and non-physical collided, usually consist of 
spatial structure, economic fabric, and social hierarchy or equity, however in historic towns, another 
element used to be included in design element which is the spiritual dimension. In Lan Na city, concepts 
of city shape also repeatedly applied to response with an essential function such as defensive, festive, 
religion and daily activities, however as a township, it also evolves and/or reflects its space through 
time and influence. This evolving and developing lay more complexity in multi-dimension that needed 
to be clarified. 
To understand spatial structure of Lan Na historic towns with deformed grid, it unavoidable to 
clarify its influences in term of geo-politic and social fabric, in this chapter, according to its shape and 
grid pattern urban network which transform or sustain shall be explored. In several indigenous cultures 
adopts its character and auspicious meaning into city shape. In Thailand, at late of agricultural age, 
urban culture has been formed since 600, CE these cities scatter in northern, eastern part (Chareonwong, 
2008). Most of the cities, governed in sort of cultural center more than the Territorial Kingdom or state. 
In begin of urban age, these cities have shaped as a basic figure such as circular form, however since 
Figure. 2.1. Map of Lan Na Approximate Lan Na Kingdom's territory and cities location.  
(Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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cities also the center of socio-economic it received many belief and indigenous element from India 
culture especially Hinduism and Buddhism which widely spread and integrated to the local belief of 
animalism (Winichakul, 1994). These religious cultures convergence, are still present to recent day, in 
a form of the historic town, art, and anthropological evidence.  
 Lan Na, as cities shape concept, translate and combine ideology and indigenous of city concept 
influenced by the shape of ‘conch shell’ represent through its prosperity and animalism meaning. This 
shape represents as an auspicious object as shown in many Hindu chronicles. Gods in Hindu usually 
possess with conch shell to use as signaling in the time of war, from this reason, this object was 
exemplifying as an auspicious shape that links mutual realm and spiritual realm together.  The shape of 
a conch shell was widely used by Indo-Pacific belief. Conch shell in original word in Sanskrit called 
‘Sankh’, in several cultures it also represented as shell money. As religion instrument, it uses as a 
ceremonial trumpet during worship at temple or home (Gupte, 1994). One of Hindu god, Vishnu, god 
of protection and preservation hold this instrument to represent as life giver which explain by its shape 
and infinite water that originate from its (see Fig. 2.2a.). Another Concept widely used to shape the 
cities, distribute throughout Asia, is imitated from cosmography called ‘Traiphum’, especially in Hindu-
Buddhist religion. Origin of this concept may crystallize in India then widely spread through 
commercial trade. These consist of each realm divide by each sea, centralize by the highest mountain 
which Himalaya mountain or ‘Sumane’ represent as its central, inner rim are 7 continent circles divide 
by sea, outer rim are 4 mountains in each corner represent 4 continents of world realm and beyond this 
mountain is the infinite sea. However, these extend 4 continents added by Buddhism to imitate 
Figure. 2.2. Concept of city's shape and form.  
(Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture 2017) 
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philosophic element to divide finite and infinite universe and also importantly imply natural direction. 
As 4 continent represent living realm, those 7 circles represent as semi-heaven or auspicious forest and 
sea, highest peak of Himalaya represent as the heavenly realm. This concept as shown in Fig. 2.2b, 
frequently uses in various dimension and scale in Hindu-Buddhist as ‘Traiphum’ (3 realms of the 
universe) from the main decorative of the temple to a shape of city form (Sumjai, 2008) (Winichakul, 
1994). 
Additionally, important subjects that might reshape Lan Na cities by its indirect influence was 
Colonialism from western. In 1850 to 1910 was called modernization of Siam (Former Thailand), 
Centralization to Bangkok (Thailand capital) has been promoting and set up. The new government had 
widely introduced especially in upcountry including Lan Na territory. This movement aimed to sustain 
sovereignty of country by diminishing political power of local which independently govern by 
themselves in that time, moreover, the main objective of this movement was to prevent reduce 
Colonialism effect in a region (Ongsakul, 2010) (Tansukanun & Duangthima, 2013). The western 
economic system also introduced and developed into Lan Na region, Wood industry and the inter-trade 
commercial was settled mostly in the area because rich resource of teak woods. In this period, Lan Na 
was highly affected by its rapid development, governor who was royal monarch from Lan Na kingdom 
were gradually vanquished by direct and indirect political aspect through re-assign or transform new 
governor and administrator system from central government (Jarernmuang & Apavajaruta, 1986)and 
indirect spatial-spiritual aspect such as establish of government or commercial usage into auspicious or 
palace area which replace traditional buildings to colonial style buildings (Guntang, 1990). These traces 
still found in the recent day mostly in Lampang province due to it was a node of transportation in 
commercial and wood industries. In summary, as shown in Fig. 2.3., according to issues mentioned 
above, Lan Na historic towns has shared concept and transformed from time to time.
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 Figure. 2.3. Chronographic of Lan Na and Sukhothai historic towns. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture 2017) 
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2.3. ANALYSIS METHOD 
 Urban morphology studies usually study on how city develop and transform to represent its embedded 
history. This study focuses on its deformed grid network, however, apart from the movement of the urban 
network, other urban historic contents such as present-day settlement, geo-politic influence, and its condition 
is used to exemplify how the urban network was used to prioritize space usage. In this study, urban 
morphology divided into its spatial aspects as mentions above and combine with a function of human 
activities, which represent by space syntax that determines how the network was related to totally cities 
concept and its influences. In this chapter, historic towns of Lan Na kingdom were evaluated by space syntax 
analysis overlay with GIS’s kernel analysis. Historical contents also regarding relationship with spaces that 
evaluated by objective tools. The result will be discussed on important of spaces prioritized by tools 
according to their subjective contents (see Fig. 2.4.). 
 An axial map in space syntax was combined with GIS to comply as a research tool to identify urban 
spatial networks in existing condition of Lan Na’s cities. Axial map analysis methodology is analytical 
techniques used for quantifying the relation between spatial configuration and social cohesion. (Hillier & 
Hanson, The Social Logic of Space, 2003). 
 To identify the urban axis of cities that correspond with its land-use pattern. First, Syntactic properties 
of historic towns were calculated how much integrate of each street by space syntax technique. This 
measurement analyzed how many connections occurs when traveling inside study area. The most integrated 
street mean that it has topological accessibility than the others. (Hillier, 2002) this method displayed as a 
gradual color graph with latter input to GIS map. A graph also clarified complication in accessibility of urban 
Figure. 2.4. Analysis framework (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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networks relate to easy to access and choice in using of streets by the determination in a value of integration 
value consist of global and local integration, through the limit of angular turning as R=n and R=3 (Lee & 
Kyung, 2013), respectively. Integration value in axial line was acquired by DepthmapX 0.30 application 
developed by space syntax network. Global integration is measured a degree of integrated with each line 
compare with overall network system(R=n) and Local integration is also shared similar calculate method as 
Global integration but it calculates compare to, in this chapter, 3 step of turning from itself. This method of 
calculation could display as a step of the equation is as follow:  
 
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥) = ∑ 𝑇𝑇𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖∈𝑆𝑆,𝑖𝑖≠𝑥𝑥 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑖𝑖)           (1) 
 
 
𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖) = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)(𝑛𝑛−1)                (2) 
 
  
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) = 2(𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇−1)(𝑛𝑛−2)      (3) 
 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖)𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛        (4) 
 
𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛 = 2{𝑛𝑛�log2�𝑛𝑛+23 �−1�+1}(𝑛𝑛−1)(𝑛𝑛−2)     (5) 
 
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 / 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 = 1/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖)  (6) 
 
 According to space syntax method, notes the total depth of line x and represent the depth between line 
x and i according to an angle of turning by 0 angles mean 0 turns to 180 angle mean 2 turns. In 2nd 3rd and 
4th step, where is the mean depth of an axial line, is a number of axial lines put in the calculation, is Relative 
Asymmetry, is Real Relative Asymmetry weight by D-value in (5). Finally, Global or Local integration (6) 
is obtained by calculation, simultaneously. 
 To evaluate the relation between Objective and Subjective material, combination toolset of space 
syntax and GIS integration was created. Syntactic properties and urban elements consist of a settlement of 
residential building and public landmark was overlaid, simultaneously. A settlement was calculated by 
kernel density method; Historical content was reviewed to clarify relation in overlaid figure. Finally, this 
perspective and result in an analysis of historic area as urban elements combine with syntactic properties 
will be discussed. 
  Settlement data obtained through GIS dataset, as point type, kernel analysis was used to identify 
aggregation or segregation of settlement in cities. This kernel analysis a weight by its height through its 
Building floor(s). A level of aggregation displays by gradual from blue to red color, a higher density of 
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settlement shows as red which clarifies how a closer point of settlement cluster together throughout the city. 
Finally, according to the method, a result will overlay with integrate axial map result and be discuss in 
corresponding with its settlement. 
2.4.  URBAN MORPHOLOGY CHARACTERISTIC AND SETTLEMENT PATTERN 
This chapter used typology of the city according to the concept of city shape. Each city will 
discuss in its properties according to the analysis method. Present-day urban morphology in determined 
cities are analysed consist of:  1) Lamphun 2) Lampang 3) Phayao 4) Phrae 5) Chiang Saen 6) Chiang 
Mai 7) Sukhothai. 
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Figure. 2.5. Analysis of Lamphun's settlement. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.1. Lamphun 
Lamphun was used conch shell or ‘Sankh’ concept applies to city shape. Like historic towns 
and common communities in this region, Buddhism has spread throughout the region, Lamphun also 
implies idea and shared the belief of Buddhism. Lamphun was capital city in the kingdom called 
‘Haripunchai’ were establish in around 667(Ongsakul, 2010). Haripunchai had high influence by 
‘Dharavadi’ which directly receive cultural influence from India including Buddhism and belief 
(Damrihkul, 2004). Haripunchai or Lamphun had influence in a northern region of Thailand in that 
period and represent as one of the historic towns that significantly used Sankh concept show in city 
moat. 
Syntactic property of Lamphun`s urban network in present-day shows an individual line of the 
highest integration (Global Integration: 2.32, Local Integration: 2.96) in the most central of a city along 
with north-south direction (see Fig. 2.5.). Global integration value of city ranges from 0.76 to 2.32, 
Local integration range from 1.00 to 2.96. Both integrations have shown gradually distribute of value 
from the city center to city moat or perimeter as highest to lowest, respectively. This feature of an axial 
line when overlay with public spaces shows significance relation with its location. Accord to findings, 
its attach with the most important religion space in a city called ‘Wat Prathat Haripunchai’. Moreover, 
highly integrate line also attach with government quarter that locates in a northern part of the city consist 
of city hall, Officer residential, and Museum. Most of the government quarters establish in an early 
modernization of Lan Na which determines by the central government in Bangkok due to counter-
colonialism agenda by that time. 
The result from Integration and settlement aggregation overlay shows the southeast area of a 
city, seem to have highly aggregation of settlement more than other areas. However, as shown on the 
overlay map cluster of aggregation may divide into two clusters consist of northern and southeast areas. 
Northern clusters attach to axial lines where the value of Global integration ranges from 1.11 to 1.72. 
This northern part located government residential area. Southeast clusters attach to axial lines where 
the value of Global integration ranges from 1.01 to 1.74. This part has different character compare to 
northern clusters, it comprises of a commercial and residential area that may affect to created more 
livelihood than northern clusters. Most of the settlement aggregation areas locate in an intermediate 
value of integration of axial lines and nearly attach to north-end and south-end of highest integrate of 
axial line. 
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Figure. 2.6. Analysis of Lampang's settlement. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.2. Lampang 
 Similar to Lamphun’s historic town, Lampang’s historic town also adopt ‘Sankh’ concept of 
city shape applies to it city shape, however, Lampang has superimposed 3 historic towns with deformed 
grid which developed through time located on proximity area in the city center. The oldest one has 
identical shape of ‘Sankh’ in faintly city moat as shown in figure 6 Even trace evident of city moat is 
indistinctively appear but historic archive record and city gates existence determine it gradually border 
of city moat. Share the same establish idea and period of ‘Haripunchai’ that capital by Lamphun, 
Lampang is an important node, located on the largest plain in northern of Thailand – it represents 
important satellite city during Haripunchai kingdom (Damrihkul, 2004). It still acts as a junction of 
many cities from the past to present-day. In addition to important junction city, in the colonial period, 
Lampang was determined to be the center of wood industry which establishes by English companies at 
that time. These industrial activities highly influenced usage of land-use which may transform some 
spaces into industry-related usage. 
The Urban network of Lampang from space syntax analysis shown that high value of global 
integration consists of 3 connected lines, two of them parallel to the north-south axis, another one is 
aligned in east-west axis and link first two lines together (Global Integration: 1.39-1.52, Local 
Integration: 2.39-2.61). In summary, global integration ranges from 0.55 to 1.59, Local integration 
ranges from 0.33 to 2.61, these group of high integration also create ring-like shape inside the boundary 
and outer rim of this group is shown low integration ring of axial line (see Fig. 2.6.). However, Local 
integration value significantly differs from Global integration, besides same axis cores as global value, 
a high local value of axial line also distributes to a boundary of urban network. In addition, high global 
integration attached with the vastly vacant area used to occupied by the wood industry as an office of 
forestry northern branch. This space transferred from a different owner, inflict by its influence from the 
colonial period it acted as English wood company office which later reverted to a central government 
in the counter-colonialism period. These axis lines also attach with religious place where Buddhism 
temple ‘Wat Prakeawdontao Suchadaram’ locate. It also largest temple in this historic area. In summary, 
two largest public spaces attach with a high value of global integration axial lines, it can represent multi-
connected line or area of city core where activities inflicted by its periodical history. 
The Kernel analysis of settlement shown many clusters of settlement distribute throughout 
historic area, however, it could be divided into 2 major clusters which are northern part distribute along 
with single main road and southern cluster in agglomerate communities. In addition, some of the small 
clusters have occupied in the eastern and western area of cities. This result showed significantly, how, 
habitants settle in present-day in the historic area. The study also shows the result of an overlay with 
space syntax properties, Major clusters attach to low integration lines where northern cluster global 
integration ranges from 0.65 to 1.37 and southern cluster ranges from 0.71 to 1.24 however according 
to distribution of clusters, it may explain through local integration lines overlay. Local integration 
overlay result shows a distribution of high-value traffic comprises with clusters of the settlement, it 
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shows whereabouts habitants settled decision to choose on tranquil of low integrate lines in Local 
integration value. A shared feature of similarity to Lamphun’s historic town overlay result, still, shown 
these clusters adjacent to axis core at north-end and south-end. A different feature of cluster character 
is building usage. In the northern cluster, ribbon development along the road determine it as residential-
commercial mixed-use area. In southern cluster due to it seclude and tranquil character, it determines 
to be a residential area where temple act as a center of the community. 
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Figure. 2.7. Analysis of Phayao's settlement. (Source: Author , City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.3. Phayao 
 Phayao historic area establishment was unclearly clarified, some archival documents show city 
might be established around 1096. (Buddhist office Phayao branch, 2009) Although, from its shape may 
undetermined to said that it uses ‘Sankh’ as city establishment concept but archives show relation 
between Chiang Mai, Sukhothai, and Phayao through city rulers, they studied, by that time, in the same 
idea of city planning using ‘Sankh’ and/or mixed with Traiphum from Khmer influence. Phayao has 
distinguished character both in spatial and political influence aspects. In the spatial issue, it is the only 
historic town that attaches to a natural reservoir where generally attach to river or irrigation system. In 
the politic issue, it has autonomous city due to a higher relation between cities, however, it still included 
in Lan Na kingdom as satellite state in that period. In Lan Na periodical archive, shows that during Lan 
Na expansion period, Phayao escaped from both Lan Na and Sukhothai influence from being totally 
conquered using friendship between rulers even though it, latter, also included in Lan Na kingdom. 
These autonomous issues might affect city shape to be freely influenced by both Haripunchai’s ‘Sankh’ 
and Sukhothai’s ‘Traiphum’ concepts. Recently, Phayao still has faintly trace of city boundary which 
may partly count as one of the cities used ‘Sankh’ concept to shape its city’s form. 
 Syntactic properties of Phayao historic district shows high global integration axial lines cluster 
in the most center of the city where global integrations range from 1.73 to 1.86. Highest global 
integration value is the north-south direction at 1.86, other high global integration lines also in 
descending order and connected to the highest line but have their axis in the east-west direction. These 
cluster of high integration lines created core network as a deformed grid system due low integration 
lines distribute throughout the urban network and segregated as clusters created sub-district between its 
deformed grid system. Local integration axial lines show slightly different from its Global integration, 
a high value of Local integration lines create deform-grid and significantly show higher value in western 
part than eastern part. These high Local integration lines range from 2.592 to 2.92 as shown in Fig. 2.7. 
However, Phayao’s urban axis provides by space syntax analysis is connected with public space which 
is city pillar and secondary axis lines are connected with religion spaces, mostly temples. City pillar of 
Phayao, belief that it created in post-modernization of Thailand period in 1987 (University of Phayao, 
2010). It surrounds by important temples of Phayao consist of ‘Wat Sri UmongKham’ and ‘Wat Raja 
Crit’. However historic content before city pillar is established is unclear. From overlay space syntax 
analysis with its public spaces, it shows a significant result that most of the public spaces especially 
important temples as mentioned above attach to a high-value cluster of global lines. 
 In overlay result with kernel analysis, similar to other historic towns, the largest cluster of 
residential area attaches to south-end of highest global line but still locate in a group of low integration 
lines where global integration value ranges from 0.83 to 1.20. Moreover, kernel analysis also provides 
segregation clusters distribute throughout the city but most of their distribution are located on western 
more than eastern area. This result conforms to a high value of Local integration lines aggregate along 
the western area. However, resident in Phayao’s historic area, still, settle in tranquil and seclude area as 
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calculated by both global and local scope even though they chose to settle near easily connect to more 
to-through traffic. The result from kernel analysis also shows slightly distribution of residential cluster 
in the eastern area even though they have less concentration when compare with the western area but it 
shows, how, habitant settle in the same choice of tranquil and seclude area as western area. 
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Figure. 2.8. Analysis of Phrae's settlement. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.4. Phrae 
 Phrae’s historic town locate in Yom river basin, this town attaches and parallel establish to 
Yom river. Phrae historic town directly influences by Haripunchai ‘Sankh’ concept, its shape 
distinctively shows city moat correspond to ‘Sankh’ shape. According to studies and archive record, 
this town approximately established in 878 by influence from Haripunchai then Khmer empire which 
periodically ruler of this town (Damrihkul, 2004) (Ongsakul, 2010). In 1847, a preliminary period 
before Thai-kingdom officially establishes, forestry industries led by British private company occupied 
many areas in northern Thailand including Phrae to be branch office (Barton & Bennett, 2010). From 
this major incident, similar to Lampang, Phrae had highly involve and influence from forestry industry 
during that time. Evidence of influence shows in wooden houses, architectures for royal family scatter 
throughout area (Valipodom & Songsiri, 2007). Events and activities in Phrae highly involved in 
developing and transform the spatial aspect of the city, to counter colonialism, many development 
symbols established such as provincial school, Governor Manor (Formerly Lan Na royal family Manor), 
forestry school, etc. These intuitions represent as symbolic determined by the central government as 
territorial government by Thailand (Suvannakads, 2013) (Ministry of Interior, 1985). Phrae is one of 
important satellite town, from the past to present, it was collision space of political and social issues 
that fortunately maintain spatial shreds of evidence to investigate until recent-day. 
  Syntactic properties of Phrae historic town show the highest integration lines locate in center-
south of the city where global integration values range from 1.722 to 1.83, however, local integration 
almost similar to global scope but it has only 2 the highest lines which range from 2.593 to 2.962. These 
lines connected into inner-ring urban axis inside historic town’s boundary determined by its moat (see 
Fig. 2.8.). In summary, it shared a similarity in the spatial configuration of Lampang, global integration 
ranges from 0.607 to 1.83 while local integration ranges from 0.33 to 2.962. Overlay result with public 
spaces shows correspond to urban axis identified by space syntax analysis. These spaces consist of 
Museum (Former Governor Manor), Narirat school (Former leisure area of Governor Manor), and the 
municipal quarter. Comprise with their historic contents, public spaces in historic town, have the most 
important roles in Phrae’ history. For example, Museum of Phrae city where in former time serves as 
reside place for rulers, built in modernization period of Thailand due to counter-colonialism (Phrae 
Provincial Administrative Organization, 2009). It represents as European-Thai architectural style, 
emphasized the civilization ideology of Thailand. On the contrary, an urban axis of Phrae unrelated to 
religion spaces where others Lan Na cities in this study directly connect to their urban axis. In addition, 
Forestry school which influenced by British industrial was undertaking in northern Thailand, locate in 
the most southern part of the city. It located on the southern tip of highest global integration line. 
Settlement kernel analysis shows major clusters of a settlement located in north and south part 
of historic town. Almost similar to Lampang and Lamphun, Settlement concentration distinctively 
divides into north and south area. Overlay result shows consistent with low integration, largest cluster 
located in southern part, it connects to axial lines range from 0.667 to 1.41 and 0.849 to 2.56 in global 
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and local integration, respectively. Northern cluster connected to axial lines range from 0.669 to 1.44 
and 0.849 to 2.215 in global and local integration, respectively. Both of clusters connected to tips the 
highest lines of global integration. In addition, southern cluster located adjacent to forestry school, this 
result might be affected by forestry school establishment led to the cluster of settlement in the southern 
area. 
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Figure. 2.9. Analysis of Chiang Saen's settlement. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.5. Chiang Saen 
 Chiang Saen’s historic town locate in Chiang Rai province, it settles in the borderline between 
Thailand, Laos and Myanmar. Chiang Saen was the first origin of Lan Na historic town that located in 
Thailand territory. It consists of city wall which clearly appear in present-day, in three sides of a city 
through north, west and south by east side attach to Khong river which created a natural barrier. In the 
historic aspect, Chiang Saen has developed and deteriorate through political influences. Chiang Saen 
establishes approximately in 1288 AD by Hirankgenyang ethnic group (Lan Na ruler’s family origin) 
(Raunthong, 2013) (Siamrecorder, 2005). As large plain that has a potential to be cultivated area, after 
Lan Na ruler - Phraya Mengrai- occupied Lamphun (Capital of Haripunchai), He command his 
descendant nephew (Prajao Saen Phu) to rule Chiang Saen (Ongsakul, 2010). In that time, Chiang Saen 
was highly developed, city walls and city gates created. Chiang Saen also conquered by Ayuthaya 
(Another historic period of Thailand) in 1487 AD then occupied by Myanmar which left a city to be 
unoccupied and deteriorate. Finally, Chiang Saen revived in 1797, in revival period Chiang Saen return 
to being Lan Na’ colonial city then latter time reclaim to be part of Thailand by Thai central government 
as one of Lan Na kingdom. Chiang Saen received influence by Lan Na, Sukhothai, and Myanmar 
through its time of occupation however due to seclude location, Chiang Saen deteriorates evidence still 
appear through its many unoccupied temples or archeological ruins distribute inside city walls. 
Space Syntax analysis shows that grid system of urban network affect to axis core by group of 
main grid represent as highest value of Global integration lines range from 2.255 to 2.477. For highest 
group of Local integration lines, it shows precisely similar group of lines as global integration value 
which range from 2.83 to 3.24. This high integration value grid pattern consists of 5 connected lines in 
both north-south and east-west direction and create segregate low integration lines distribute inside each 
grids (see Fig. 2.9.). Low integration also appears in boundary of city, however, the most east and west 
sides lines affected by high integration lines are in intermediate value both global and local scopes. In 
summary, Global integration lines range from 0.915 to 2.477 and Local integration lines range from 
0.33 to 3.24. Overlay result shows public spaces aggregate along with high integration lines, according 
to regional office of Fine Art department, the most important temple in Chiang Saen is Chedi Luang1 
temple. It established by Phraya Mengrai’s nephew (Prajao Saen Phu). Wat Chedi Luang was 
determined to be center of religious at city scale activities (Raunthong, 2013). Due to unoccupied in 
Myanmar conquering, many temples are inactive and become ruins scatter throughout city. However, 
Chedi Luang Temple may revive during Lan Na revival period to restore both spatial and spiritual of 
Chiang Saen city. From result of space syntax analysis, it also confirms urban axis and its major public 
element such as Chedi Luang temple which also represent as subjective core of city. 
                                               
1 Luang; in Lan Na’s vocab means enormous. Usually used to describe subject or object that has the most 
important. For example, in this study, Chedi Luang means big and/or important pagoda (Chedi means pagoda both 
Lan Na and Thai language). 
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Settlement Kernel analysis result shows clusters of settlement distribute throughout city. It 
shows unclearly aggregation as major clusters but some several clusters are segregate in most center 
area of city. Overlay result with space syntax analysis shows settlement clusters distribute inside 
deformed grid system of high integration values in both Global and Local scope. Result shows 
distinctively settlement aggregation is cluster in eastern area and gradually distribute to western area. 
This high group of clusters attaches to lines of integration range from 1.13 to 1.96 and 0.84 to 2.49 in 
Global and Local integration, respectively. From kernel analysis shows how settlement in Chiang Saen 
cluster in intermediate congest of traffic due to re-habitation in Lan Na revival and Modernization of 
Thailand periods. Settlements of a city may discontinuity from its previous history due to the revival of 
temples are mostly fully recover, seen from temple ruins and/or unoccupied temples scatter throughout 
a city (Raunthong, 2013). However, clusters of kernel analysis reviews aggregations appear in the 
eastern area where commercial and residential mixed together because Chiang Saen has river ports 
locate on the east side to transport goods since establishing period. These ports distinctively affect 
kernel analysis of settlement to be aggregate next to commercial area emerged from river ports.  
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Figure. 2.10. Analysis of Chiang Mai's settlement. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.6. Chiang Mai 
Chiang Mai was the capital of Lan Na kingdom. It found in 1296, historic area of Chiang Mai 
has plentiful of historic contents from being the center of converging, emerging and conflict in geo-
politic aspects. After defeated Haripunchai, Phraya Mengrai established ‘Vieng Khum kham’ then 
‘Vieng Chiang Mai’, respectively (Ongsakul, 2010). Firstly, Vieng Khum kham influence by Lamphun 
capital of Haripunchai kingdom, somehow, it relocated to Chiang Mai due to natural and geography 
suitability. Unlike other cities in Phraya Mengrai dynasty, Chiang Mai appointed to be Lan Na capital 
from the start. To create the capital city, a new concept of the city need to be included, by that time, 
founders of Prayao and Sukhothai was consulted to establish and lay concept of city shape that indicates 
as a symbolic and spiritual center of Lan Na kingdom (Guntang, 1990) (Tansukanun & Duangthima, 
2013). Location of Chiang Mai situates on fertile low land in mountain-river basin. Chiang Mai location 
also substantial retreat from the river due to protection from flooding and expansion buffer. Chiang Mai 
historic area has significantly geometric square shape where eastern direction adjacent to the main river, 
western direction adjacent to mountain that create natural wall to protect city from invaders. Notice by 
its shape, it highly influences by Sukhothai geometric shape which also shows respects to east-west 
direction. Moreover, according to Buddhism concept of ‘Traiphum’, Chiang Mai zoning determination 
divide into hierarchy usage to separate land use depend on residents’ social status. From this 
significantly separation, it shows adopted idea of ‘Traiphum’ suitable to emphasize capital city and 
simultaneously provide semi-god status of ruler dynastic through sacred boundary (Sumjai, 2008). 
However, during counter-colonial and pre-modernization of Thailand by centralization policy, some 
important spaces in historic area replaced by central government offices or quarters such as city hall, 
post office, city court and even jailhouse (Jarernmuang & Apavajaruta, 1986). This movement, still, 
shows its evident in recent day therefore religious places such as temples was immune from replacement 
due to its religious status and mostly situate in same location since established period. 
Space syntax properties of Chiang Mai shows urban axis, from highest value of global 
integration, consist of center main street from east moat to central temple. This axis determined to be 
main street of Chiang Mai since early state of city establish. It comprises of main street which direct to 
temple that adjacent to center in geometry. Chiang Mai main axis, clarified by space syntax axial 
analysis (Global integration; 2.42, Local integration; 3.635), locate in east and west direction and almost 
divides historic area to northern and southern part. However, according to high value integrations both 
global and local scope, axial lines of high integration value permeate to southern part more than northern 
part. These axial lines have high values of Global integration range from 2.20 to 2.42, create T-shape 
of urban axis. High value of Local integration axial lines have slightly different from global scope, 
beside T-shape of urban axis, high local value group include eastern side of city moat which range from 
3.18 to 3.635 (see Fig. 2.10.). Overlay result with public spaces, explain T-shape of urban axis of Chiang 
Mai. The most important and largest public spaces in Chiang Mai connect directly to highest group of 
axial lines. These major public spaces consist of ‘Wat Chedi Luang’ and ‘Wat Pra Singha’, both are 
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religious temples that even in recent-day still active and support traditional activities in city scale. 
Imitate from Chiang Saen, ‘Wat Chedi Luang’ determine by name and location to be highest respect 
and spiritual center in city (Chotesookrata, 1969). In addition, it represents as center of ‘Traiphum’ as 
Sumane mountain. This belief affects its location to be located on most center of historic area and also 
has tallest pagoda in Chiang Mai. From space syntax analysis shows consistent result of integration 
value with location of these major public spaces. 
Kernel analysis overlay with space syntax analysis shows segregation of settlement cluster 
inside sub-network of Chiang Mai. Distribution of settlement clusters shows indifferent in term of size. 
In overview, most of the clusters locate in southern and eastern part of city compare to opposite part. 
Overlay result shows consistent between the location of clusters and space syntax axial lines both global 
and local integrations. Similar to global scope, south, and east lines show significant conformity with 
kernel analysis adjacent to T-shape of highest global integration lines. However, a north-east cluster 
may found a better explanation through overlay with local integration axial lines. In addition, clusters 
of settlement in Chiang Mai clearly locate in seclude tranquil area. Result significantly shows these 
cluster also consist with low integration value, especially in global scope. These clusters attach to global 
axial lines with a value range from 0.804 to 1.99. In summary, its also consistent with land-use of the 
city where the eastern part is a commercial area, determined since establishment period due to the proper 
location and simply connection by river transportation. 
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Figure. 2.11. Analysis of Sukhothai's settlement. (Source: Author, City, Territory and Architecture, 2017) 
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2.4.7. Sukhothai 
 Sukhothai was the capital of Thailand in early-history period. It was found in 1217. Sukhothai 
urban plan is highly adopt concept of ‘Traiphum’. It may have considered as early city in this region to 
used geometry of rectangular shape as city form. Influence by Khmer, urban elements and public spaces 
in as found as city ruin in recent-day, shows hierarchy of location in urban design according to 
‘Traiphum’ concept. In Khmer planning, beside physical aspect of urban design, spiritual aspect also 
highly considers to be include in urban elements (Sumjai, 2008). These design concept has considered 
water feature as one of city elements that have meaning as infinite sea of universe, highest buildings 
represent continents and realms inside cosmic-ocean. Architectures in Sukhothai was significant 
representing overall cosmic-ocean concept, it surrounds by irrigation moat which represent cosmic seas 
between each realm. However, in Sukhothai Sumane mountain is unclear due to this concept may mixed 
with Lan Na influence that shows in element of ‘Wat Mahathat’ at adjacent to geometry center of city 
(The 8th Regional Office of Fine Arts Department, Sukhothai, 2001) (Sumjai, 2008), also insisted that 
this center of city where Sumane mountain representative of concept is unclear. In recent-day, 
Sukhothai has only ruin because, city contain highly damage during war with Myanmar and unoccupied 
period. It might be difficult to revive city. Somehow, city gain gradually more habitant, occasionally. 
In 1991, UNESCO (United Nation Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization) announced that 
Sukhothai by most of ruins and temples are heritage site where archeological study is ongoing which 
some area is inactive and unoccupied regulate by Department of Fine art. However, urban network of 
Sukhothai historic area, still, connect and attach its element with its network that may clarified in this 
study. 
Space syntax properties of Sukhothai shows the highest group global integration axial lines, 
display urban axis locates in center-south area, range from 1.44 to 1.58. Almost Similar to Chiang Mai, 
urban axis identified by global integration, created T-shape axis lines in north-south and east-west 
direction, simultaneously (See Fig. 2.11.). Moreover, these lines created deform-grid of urban networks 
which sub-urban segregate inside. Despite urban axis in center-south clusters of global lines, the highest 
group of Local integration axial lines appear more adjacent to center of city than highest global 
integration lines, range from 2.63 to 2.996. In summary, compare to other study historic area in this 
study, Sukhothai has quite low integration value both global and local scope which range from 0.44 to 
1.58 and 0.33 to 2.996, respectively. From space syntax properties result, show correlate with public 
spaces in Sukhothai. Most important of temples both in spatial and spiritual aspect, have connected to 
the highest value of axial lines. According to ‘Traiphum’ concept, Sukhothai directly influence from 
Khmer cosmic imitation concept, it established since Khmer had influence in the region (Stratfor, 2006) 
(Bangkok Bank Com,.Ltd, 2008). Evidence in spatial feature still found in water feature where temples 
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in Sukhothai surround by its reservoir which similar to Baray2 in Khmer religious architecture elements. 
After conquer by Tai, these elements adopt into Buddhism religious places, many temples had 
aggregated and replaced or established. ‘Wat Mahathat’ the most important temple in Sukhothai period 
that shows significant adopted concept with ‘Traiphum’ results in pagoda arrangement and architectural 
feature that influence from Lan Na architecture, also located and connected to this urban axis. Moreover, 
aggregation of Temples in Sukhothai significantly consistent with high value lines of integration both 
global and local scope as shown in fig. 2.11. Moreover, in Local integration aspect, recent-day active 
temple ‘Wat Tra Phang Thong’ is connected to high value axial line.  
From kernel analysis of settlement, result shows clearly aggregation of settlement in western part 
of city. Due to restriction in habitant in historic area, Sukhothai has specific regulation in planning and 
prohibit to settle in archeological area in most part of city. Despite main urban network, these 
settlements distinctively created sub-network of labyrinth and free-form network that had integrations 
range from 0.62 to 1.21 and 0.58 to 2.42 in global and local, respectively. Moreover, these clusters 
adjacent to high value of local integration lines especially cluster in north-east of city. According with 
recent-day public spaces activities, these settlements conform to urban network usage due to the most 
of activities aggregate in eastern area while western area was conserved as world heritage site.  
2.5. DISCUSSION 
For Haripunchai historic towns consist of Lamphun, Lampang and Phrae where ‘Sankh’ concept 
was used to create city shape and its spatial functions and spatial configuration using space syntax 
analysis shows a similar pattern of the urban axis. In Lampang and Phrae, Urban axes displayed   inner-
ring in a central area of its towns which moat represent as outer-ring of urban network. Even Phrae 
urban network has more grid system alike than Lampang, their axis group of lines are similarity created 
the main network as inner-loop. In Freeform of Lan Na historic towns, Prayao and Chiang Saen, had 
different connected lines of the urban axis. Prayao’s urban axis was formed in consecutive axial lines 
create I-shape in central area. Chiang Saen, even city shape is created in free-form, main urban network 
almost formed in a deformed grid system. Consequently, main axis conforms to this deformed grid 
system network. In historic towns that adopt ‘Traiphum’ concept, Chiang Mai and Sukhothai shared 
similarity in their urban axis. Both of towns have urban axis line in T-shape in center-southern part of 
towns. This result shows that high integration line represents their urban axes’ shape, able to identified 
the distinctive shape of connected lines conformed to each city concept. Due to direction response, 
Chiang Mai and Sukhothai’s urban axes perform similar results, both towns high integration value 
deviate into southern area. Moreover, from syntax analysis, also reveals a deform-grid system in both 
                                               
2 Baray is one of identity auspicious architectural spaces in Khmer empire. It is reservoirs in Khmer temple, Baray 
usually has a rectangular shape, oriented east-west. These elements were important as its represent cosmos 
oceans in Hindu belief. 
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Chiang Mai and Sukhothai. However, even their main axis is located along east-west direction shared 
similar layout but Sukhothai east-west axis is completely penetrated through east-west direction while 
Chiang Mai main east-west axis is restrained and approached to the 'Wat Pra Singha' temple. 
From overlay result with public spaces, every town’s important spaces significantly located 
attach to their urban axis identified by high integration axial lines. Despite its location on urban axis, 
overlay result reveals historic aspects of public spaces. Religious places are predominated in these urban 
axes; it reveals highly respect to Buddhism in ‘Lan Na’ kingdom. Arrangement or Hierarchy of 
important level of temples show consistent to their urban axis, especially in Chiang Mai and Sukhothai 
historic towns, location of highly important temples was directly connected to high integration such as 
‘Wat Pra Singha’ and ‘Wat Chedi Luang’ in Chiang Mai and ‘Wat Chana Songkhram’ and ‘Wat 
Mahathat’ in Sukhothai where T-shape urban axis located. Nevertheless, in Chiang Saen, even it has 
free-form city shape but its religious places also attach to high-value axial lines such as ‘Wat Chedi 
Luang’ which might be influence or shared belief in Lan Na period. In summary, Sukhothai’s religious 
places occupied largest spaces, mostly in high integrations lines. Chiang Mai and Chiang Saen show 
repetition culture in religious location and names.  From a similar perspective, in Haripunchai towns 
where ‘Sankh’ concept was implemented, Lamphun and Lampang’s historic towns also shared the same 
location of largest temples which are ‘Wat Prathat Haripunchai’ and ‘Wat Prakeaw Dontao Suchadaram’ 
in Lamphun and Lampang, respectively. However, there also issue derive from this study, its 
distinctively appear in Lampang, Phrae and, Prayao, their largest public spaces occupied by non-
religious usage. Results revealed that Lampang largest space that attaches to the urban axis is forestry 
industrial office, it distinctively shows political power in colonialism period while teak wood industries 
occupied and influenced in region consistent to its history. Phrae’s largest public spaces also occupied 
by wooden manor built for rulers of Phrae during flourish of forest industries, this manor was created 
in wooden colonial style architecture influenced by western architecture by that time. In Prayao urban 
axis spaces occupied by recently establish city pillar which shows influence from Modern-Thai period. 
Even it non-religious place but city pillar is inevitably related to spiritual of residents. In addition, in 
every historic town, governmental spaces occupied adjacent to their urban axis, depend on a different 
level of modernization and towns function in recent days. Therefore, public spaces had highly 
influenced by political viewpoint, in this study especially towns that have conflicted in multiple political 
issues. These conflicts and/or converge, still, reveal its own physical evident which consistent to its 
urban network until recent-day. 
In settlement kernel analysis, every town shared a similar pattern of settlement according to space 
syntax analysis, settlement clusters are settled in tranquil and calm traffic where low integration axial 
lines display. Furthermore, settlement clusters adjacent to high local integration lines revealed that even 
residents settled in tranquil traffic of lines but they also generally settled close to high traffic lines to 
easily travel through the entire urban network. These settlement pattern clustered labyrinth axial lines 
of urban networks. Results indicated that residents occupied these urban spaces by 2 major factors, 
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Tranquil and calm neighborhood and adjacent area that responsive travel to high-integrated lines which 
indicated high volume of activities in its urban axis. 
2.6. CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
In Lan Na kingdom, Concepts of city shape and its grid pattern has been converged and combined, 
it established many historic towns that have deformed grid pattern as seen from its wall and moat. This 
chapter shows urban axis identities using space syntax with overlay technic on public spaces and 
clusters of settlement kernel analysis. This study a has limit on the amount of towns that evaluated in 
this chapter chosen from various type of city shape with deformed grid, to make concrete result for 
implementation, present-day spatial configuration through its urban network has been evaluated. This 
study selected of Lan Na historic towns and Sukhothai historic town where the boundary of town is 
distinctively seen from its moat to evaluated spatial configuration with its socio-political aspect.  
A study reveals consistency with space syntax methodology as proven tool to identified urban 
axis which also revealed its history and socio-politic through GIS overlay. These urban axes of Lan Na 
historic towns show significance result according to their concepts and historical contents. These urban 
axis identification shows indigenous idea to create viable communities using natural-imitation concepts 
in ‘Sankh’ or ‘Traiphum’. These concepts represent through its function as religious places as a spiritual 
center or transformed spaces to response with political issues. For Lan Na kingdom, it significantly 
shows high respect to Buddhism from these spatial arrangements. Including, political aspects, some 
towns adapt this center according to political pleasures that transition through time, however the risk in 
evacuation shown in deformed-grid pattern. The natural or organic without related or clearly orientation 
of direction led to risk of evacuation in cities with deformed grid pattern. 
To encourage the atmosphere of historic towns, these results can prioritize important of urban 
network with deformed grid, it can develop appropriate measures as planning or urban design guideline 
concerning about urban axis improvement. According to public spaces related to its history aspects, 
Improvement or spatial upgrading in conservative towns must concern about these highly valuable 
historic heritages. More understanding and studying these elements are, still, in needed. Nevertheless, 
studying how residents settle in its morphology is also should be clarified, simultaneously. Additional 
issues of urban networks with deformed grid may derive from a delicate method, to conserve urban 
history, present-day spatial aspect must be measured to identified transition and development of the city 
which may affect the efficient spatial policy of city according to its own settlements pattern especially 
in developing country where deficit budget usually occur. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 URBAN CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A DEFORMED GRID PATTERN CITY VIEWING FROM MORPHOLOGY 
3.1. OUTLINE OF THE STUDY AREA 
Historic area, Urban items usually create vulnerability to evacuate therefore it act as the identity 
of its own form and characteristic. These issues caused limitation by itself due to a width of the street 
or any urban accessibility may contain historical contents. In this study, historic area site was tested to 
represent the viable method to cope with disaster risk due to a limitation of this accessibility. Chiang 
Mai is used as site study since it is a deformed grid pattern that comprises with highly geometric shape 
and natural preset of internal streets that need to profoundly investigate. Moreover, it is a representative 
of typical urban morphological cities in the same period, which shared settlement belief. 
Chiang Mai, the previous capital of northern in Thailand settled for 720 years old, in the valley 
of Ping river basin. Location for settlement came from consideration of religious beliefs and respect to 
the natural feature as same as other cities in northern region by that time. The historic area located 
between Doi Suthep Mountain and Ping River. These discreet considerations determined Chiang Mai 
to be capital city, center of Lan Na kingdom in former time (Ongsakul, 2010). 
 
Figure 3.1. Chiang Mai historic area. (Source: Author et al., UPADSD, 2015) 
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Due to fertile natural resources, Chiang Mai was the most important and influence city in that 
time. Since settlement period, its spatial configuration may divide by multi-spatial character of the street 
network with deformed grid from a delicate shape of symmetry geometry to free-form natural pedestrian 
pathway that follow its location of temple. To the fact that multi politic and cultures continually 
influence the spatial character of Chiang Mai led to the deform grid system road network. As geometric 
shape of city received and intent to imitate concept of others capital cities established during that period 
such as ‘Sukhothai’  (Soraya, 1999) this geometric concept applied to its perimeter shape of city wall 
and moat that would be useful in wartime, it created area cover 2.56 square kilometers within perfect 
shape of rectangular perimeter segment. Inner boundary, part of urban network was intentional designed, 
as a deform grid hierarchy of street function such as core and cross axis comprise with natural labyrinth 
sub-network of a residential area. 
Since 1982 to present-day, Chiang Mai urban fabric has grown rapidly correspond with its role 
and determined as the important city of northern Thailand in terms of governmental, religion, cultural 
and economic especially in the tourism sector (National Economic and Social development of Thailand, 
1982). Despite rapid development, it still maintains wartime defensive elements, pre-modernization 
administration center, temples and large market spaces more than other provinces in the north. This 
trace of historic items is somehow, preserve the cultural landscape of Chiang Mai to represent ‘Lan Na’ 
culture, has a unique identity and contextual link to traditional activities. However according to evolved 
in a mode of transportation that overlay onto the historic area, vulnerable and risk from limited 
evacuation route may derive from its spatial configuration that only response to pedestrian movement 
in previous time result in narrow streets and labyrinth alike. 
Present-day, Chiang Mai responses to the rapid growth of urban development, population 
density has corresponded with a direction of the city. As government aspect, Chiang Mai historic area 
administrates by 3 different district administrations. Despite confusing data collection, Chiang Mai 
population density quite distributes throughout the historic area with approximated density at 3,300 
persons per square kilometer, see figure. 3.3. However, comparing to new development area, historic 
area is still containing a high density of populations due to continuity developed market and tourism 
hotspots that attract the various type of building and populated the area. 
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Figure 3.3. Demographic and administrated area (Source: Author, 2015) 
Figure 3.2. Location of Chiang Mai (Source: Author, 2015) 
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3.2. VULNERABILITY OF THE STUDY AREA 
In May 2014, Northern part of Thailand suffered major earthquake disaster with 4-7 Richter 
produced more interest in earthquake disaster response/mitigation plan that may overlook. Fortunately, 
this severe disaster occurred in a rural area which only property damage was found but raise awareness 
in earthquake especially provinces on an active fault of Northern Thailand. Disaster vulnerability raised 
the awareness of earthquake disaster mitigation especially in historic towns in northern, Thailand. These 
cities mostly situated on active faults of seismic activities.  Recently, researchers in Thailand have high 
interest in the Mae Chan fault, which pass through the provinces of Chiang Rai and Chiang Mai. The 
fault had the most potentially destructive power in the country in the event of an earthquake. Nowadays, 
Mae Chan fault remains stable as stress continues to build up. Risk map shows the vulnerability of 
northern Thailand cities rated by the scale of cities and active faults in the area which Chiang Mai is the 
most vulnerable city in northern Thailand, see figure.3.4. (a) (Jarusiri, 2012). The historical archive also 
has a record that the fault unleashed its power before leading to the fall of the great city of ‘Yonok’. In 
1545, there also evidence of major earthquake occurred in Chiang Mai. This incident caused the largest 
pagoda called ‘Chedi Luang’ partially collapsed and still left the evidence to be seen in present-day 
(Ministry of Education, 1979), see figure.3.4. (b).  
Chiang Mai is changing to the economic center of the northern region which concentrated with 
commercial district, high-rise buildings and roads which accommodating vehicular transport but the 
concentration of buildings usually built on narrow streets, led to a difficulty of accessibility and high-
density residential area as well as inefficiency data for disaster mitigation. According to the recent study, 
showed the most damage occurred in the building's collapse levels corresponding to the cluster of the 
buildings located in the historical area  (Hasapinyo, 2009). This study conforms to the study of fire risk 
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(a)       (b) 
Figure 3.4. (a) Epicenter and vulnerable cities (b) Chedi-Luang: Collapsed pagoda 
(Source: Author et al., UPADSD, 2015) 
simulation in municipality area (Thiengburanathum, 2012) that showed the most vulnerable area is in 
the historic area according to its wooden materials and service radius of a fire station.  
      
  
 
 
 
 
(a)       (b) 
Figure 3.5. (a) Complete collapsed area (Source: Hasapinyo, 2009) 
(b) Fire-hazard risk (Source: Thiengburanathum, 2012) 
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3.3. URBAN CHARACTER  
To study Chiang Mai’s urban character, it consists of a building usage and material, this 
character was collected and arranged in GIS data format. To evaluate a risk of the city, the character of 
the historic area is one of research material that needed to be clarified. In this chapter, characteristic 
defined by building usage and material with its location of aggregation, simultaneously. However, 
described in term of combination in objective and subjective, personal and impersonal that evokes an 
affective or emotion response fusing into culture-space-place is the focus of this research. Therefore, in 
this chapter, public spaces such as religious places for cultural activities also investigated to combine 
with spatial dimension and response to an objective of the research. 
Building usage and material were surveyed and transferred into GIS dataset. From primary data 
retrieved by surveying, shown building usage mostly is residential, and mixed use. For mixed use 
buildings, it consists of residential and commercial which ground floor usually contain commercial use 
and above floors are residential usage. Residential usage in Chiang Mai mostly is detached house with 
a concrete and mixed material. Usually, traditional houses in the historic area create from wood or 
mixed material which the first floor is concrete and second floor is wood but nowadays traditional 
houses are rarely found or replaced by a concrete material. Consequently, several concrete buildings in 
the historic area are quite high, shown that transition from wooden houses is replaced with concrete 
material. 
For distribution of urban dwelling, it seems to have fine grain on the edge of the city (City 
moat). Most of the city center, urban grain is rough and used as public usage such as government, 
education, and religious. Largest of spaces usage is clustered in this central area. The fine urban grain, 
mostly residential, clusters in a block of streets –labyrinth alike street permeates into these clusters of a 
residential dwelling. This pattern of dwelling shows in a figure. 3.6. was located response to the 
planning of religious or public space in historic town which will be described later in public spaces 
issue. 
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Figure 3.6. Building usage and material (Source: Author, 2016) 
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3.4. ANALYSIS METHOD 
Urban morphology studies usually study on how city develop and transform to represent its 
embedded history. This chapter focuses on its deformed grid network, however, not only movement in 
the urban network is concerned, other urban morphology items such as building usage, egress point, 
and its condition are also used to exemplify tolerance of urban network to mitigate the risk in evacuation. 
In this chapter, urban morphology divided into its spatial aspects as mentions above and combine with 
a function of human activities, which represent by space syntax to determine how streets were chosen 
to be used in normal circumstance and potential of the adaptive use of this method in an evacuation. 
To analyze the potential of urban morphology to compensate with evacuate route. First, Syntactic 
properties of Chiang Mai calculated how much integrate of each street by space syntax analysis. This 
measurement analyzed how many connectivities occurs when traveling inside study area. The most 
integrated street mean that it has a minimum turning to travel to another street in the network and 
interpreted as the most choice of travel by pedestrians (Hillier, 2002) this method displayed as a gradual 
color graph within GIS map. The graph also clarified complication in accessibility of urban networks 
relate to easy to access and choice in using of streets by the determination in a value of integrations 
Figure 3.7. Summarized of urban building character. (Source: Author, 2016) 
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consist of global and local integration, through the limit of angular turning as R=n and R=3, respectively 
(Lee & Kyung , 2013)(Hillier, 2007). This set of data would be part of urban morphology factor to 
prioritize evacuation routes. To analyze urban network as a whole, intelligibility correlations (Hillier, 
2007) was used and calculated to explain current situation its consist of 1) Intelligibility coefficient; 
which is the regression between integration value(R=n) and its connectivity. According to Hillier, the 
result of linear regression represents lostness or wayfinding of city (Hillier, 2004) through integration 
and connectivity correlation of axial line. 2) Synergy coefficient; which is the regression between 
integration value(R=n) and integration 3 (R=3). This linear regression represents how small local 
network embedded to the global network. For example, it shows how strong of local movements are 
perfectly link to global or overall movement, which implies that local streets that served neighborhood 
are easy to connect and use by both outsider and insider (Dalton, 2010). 
Secondary, to obtain analytic data of urban accessibility factor, Geographic Information system 
(GIS) toolset was used to arrange data of street width and egress point. As Street width, it comprises of 
geometric data of street width classified and categorized by it geometric properties to explain potential 
or limitation as urban accessibility factor. In this study, Egress point survey was invented to determined 
egress location where a building is connected to the street. This data represents a point that will use for 
egression from buildings by panicking evacuees when a disaster occurs (Bernardini, D'Orazio, 
Quagliarini, & Spalazzi, 2014). Egress points type was divided into groups according to its function 
and size consist of normal, large, service, emergency exit and unused. Normal access; egress point from 
a building that had 1-5 meters’ width. Large access; egress point that had more than 5 meters’ width. 
Service access; egress point that origin from service access or secondary access of building. Fire-exit; 
egress point that determined to be emergency access. Un-use access; the unused access of buildings. 
Furthermore, Egress point also analysed in kernel density method using GIS Quartic(Bi-weight) kernel 
function to display the level of clustering in the area. 
Finally, both urban morphology and accessibility will be act as classify variables using statistic 
hierarchy cluster analysis (HCA) to build a hierarchy of groups. In order to classification clustering, 
Squared Euclidean distance was used as metric to described cluster dissimilarity in this chapter. 
Dendrogram of clustered analysis will be displayed, classified group. Then, classify group will input to 
GIS to displayed as classification map. This method will provide both quantitative statistic data 
comprise with qualitative GIS mapping data. In addition, Classification map will be compared and 
discussed on the level of street-risk classify by this combined method. 
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3.5. URBAN MORPHOLOGY 
3.5.1. Syntactic properties 
Syntactic properties are as follow. As for global integration value of street, it obviously showed 
that the most integrate axial line is the main street of city, has value of global integration (r=n) at 2.42 
(A1), 2.113 (A2) other main streets are 2.213 (B1), 2.075 (B2) and 1.815 (C1), 1.900 (C2), respectively, 
see figure 3.9. (a). Global integration also displayed discontinuously of deformed grid streets in highest 
value of the main streets (A1 and A2) which mean mostly natural movement deviate from the most 
integrate road (A1) to second most integrated (B1). This incident may have Affected from connectivity 
value of (B1), had highest connectivity value (connectivity=16). Despite discontinuity of predicted 
movement, syntactic graph distinctively showed important main streets role as the deformed grid 
network of city and thus conform to the character of the historic town that determined this road as a 
Figure 3.8. Analysis procedure  
(Source: Author, Lowland Technology International journal, 2016) 
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deform-grid system and to support major activities. However syntactic map also showed low integrate 
lines aggregate into clusters and distinctively designate blocks of low to integrate distribute throughout 
a street network. As local integration axial map, integration values were quite similar to global 
integration values, Main streets still act as the main travel route, in addition, as shown in a figure.3.9 
(b), city moat perimeter streets are also chosen to be travel by residents along with the inner city, this 
means all level of streets were predicted to be used by local residents. Furthermore, predicted traveling 
choices tend to choose the eastern part of the city more than other parts especially local integration 
result significantly complies to land use of the Eastern part that determined and developed to be 
commercial district since settlement period (Guntang, 1990). As for spatial integrate the value of Chiang 
Mai, it concluded that urban network divides into 2 types, deform-grid system act as main streets and 
sub-network with labyrinth local residential streets, which showed in high integrate value and low 
integrate value, respectively. For overall syntactic property, integration values are aggregate in the 
eastern part and consistent with settlement history that defines this eastern part as the commercial 
function of the city. 
Intelligibility coefficient showed that Chiang Mai has low intelligibility value (R2=0.3478, 
Mean integrate=1.38). It could interpret that spatial configuration may cause tourists or outsiders in a 
moderate incident of lostness (Hillier, Burdett, Peponis, & Penn, 1987) (Hillier, 2004). A primary cause 
of lostness also showed in a syntactic map, it has complicated sub-network. Synergy coefficient showed 
the potential of integrated overall urban network to travel through (R2=0.75) due to comprise of deform-
grid and blocks of a residential area, see figure 3.10. Thus, coefficients could simply explain that for 
(a)       (b) 
Figure 3.9. (a) Global and (b) Local integration syntax (Source: Author et al., UPADSD, 2015) 
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outsider or tourist may be getting lostness due labyrinth and incompetent grid system but for the local 
resident, it may be easy to travel inside this city due to a various choice of routes derive from these 
blocks network. 
 
Figure 3.10. Syntax Intelligibility of Chiang Mai  
(Source: Author et al., UPADSD, 2016) 
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3.5.2. Accessibility Character 
Summary from field survey, Amount of egress point are as follow, Normal access found 2,793 
(66.58%), Large access found 1,357 (32.35%), Service access found 23 (0.55%), Fire exit are extremely 
rare which found only 3 (0.07%) as well as un-use access which found 19 (0.45%). In Summary, egress 
points categorized by GIS combined with information from building owners, mostly, clustering in the 
eastern part of the city. In addition, clustering of egress point, usually followed by its residential area 
that streets were connected as sub-network, see figure. 3.11. Further analysis using kernel density is 
needed to be performed to clarify better understanding of egress point clustering which will discuss in 
next section with statistic HCA. 
As shown in Figure. 3.12., Width of streets have its average at 3.82 meters. These streets are 
incapable for 2-way traffic, moreover, dense and labyrinth formation of sub-network has the narrowest 
street which only 0.82 meters wide and incapable of being evacuation route. The result of street width 
range is in between 0-2.9 and 3-5 meters found 41.39% and 45.58%, respectively. In addition, the most 
number determine by GIS, mostly streets width is 3 meters, which found 31.21%. It showed significance 
issue in historic town, evolved from narrow streets, may incapable of supporting density of buildings 
Figure 3.11. Egression point type and location  
(Source: Author, Lowland Technology International Journal, 2016) 
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in present-day due to the street character. Moreover, the overall urban network may change slower and 
difficult to improve more than other urban characters. Additionally, these narrow streets are mostly 
Figure 3.12. Street width and street pattern (Source: Author et al., UPADSD, 2015) 
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attached by numbers of egress points led to vulnerable of residents cause by congestion when a disaster 
occurs. 
3.5.3. Egress point Kernel density 
To analyze urban networks for evacuation route, clustering group of egress points was 
calculated by kernel density analysis method. The result displayed as raster density, significantly 
aggregated along the eastern part of the city. According to with syntactic properties, overlay mapping 
also provides relation between kernel density result and urban morphology by space syntax, see 
figure.3.12. A cluster of egress points is somehow, significantly shared the same location of low 
integration value axial lines (Blue gradual colored). It could interpret that residents may congregate 
dwelling along low traffic for the tranquil and peaceful environment led to a compact neighborhood 
and created the specific identity in each block. In the case of evacuation, these may lead to vulnerability 
of these neighborhoods due streets narrowness. However, it also conforms to a congregation of street 
syntactic property that distributes throughout each block of deform-grid and implies potential in urban 
management through this urban morphology analyses. 
 
Figure 3.13. Egression point Kernel density analysis  
(Source: Author et el., UPADSD, 2015) 
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3.5.4. Statistic Hierarchy Cluster Analysis (HCA) 
Urban morphology and accessibility were factors in classifying streets network, consist of 
Global integration, Local integration, Egress points, and street width. From HCA, the result shows that 
when classifying into 2 group (Case 25), 1st priority sub-streets consist of 2 streets, has classified 
dissimilarity compare to the rest. When classifying into 4 group (Case 10), Moat streets and Primary 
streets emerge as a group. However, the most significant result of HCA is classified into 7 group (Case 
5), this level of classification could separate new groups consist of the secondary street, sub-street, 2nd 
priority sub-street, and 3rd priority sub-street, respectively. 
For Classification result as shown in Table. 3.1, 1st priority sub-streets are displayed as highest 
influenced. They contain the highest ratio of Egress point and quite low in both integrations and street 
widths. Primary and moat streets have shared similarity on the highest width and highest integrations 
value. On the contrary, Primary streets have high value in Global integration, Moat street has high value 
Table 3.1. Descriptive of HCA factors. (Source: Author, Lowland international Journal, 2016) 
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in Local integration, integration results indicated dissimilarity in these streets which divide them into 
the different group. Secondary streets and sub-streets have shared similarity on egress points and street 
width but they could be separated by values of both integrations. 2nd and 3rd priority sub-streets have 
shared similarity on egress point only, the most significant dissimilarity is street width 2nd has narrower 
sub-streets than 3rd priority sub-streets at 3.38 meter, 5.18 meter), respectively. However, even both 
priority sub-streets and typical sub-streets shared similarity on streets width (Range from 3.03 to 5.18 
meter), their significant dissimilarity is egress point value which priority street groups have higher than 
the rest of streets. In summary, HCA essentially classified urban street into typical streets and high 
priority streets. In typical streets, Primary, secondary, sub-street, and moat streets was classified due to 
its street width, integrations and low egress point value. High priority streets show a crucial result in 
the classifying level of accessibility risk determined by its high egress point value. This result revealed 
the risk of streets network that affects in disaster mitigation to imply measure to cope with a panic 
situation in historic town with deformed grid. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14. Street classification Hierarchy analysis Dendrogram  
(Source: Author, Lowland Technology International Journal, 2016) 
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Figure 3.15. Classification street pattern  
(Source: Author, Lowland Technology International Journal, 2016) 
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3.6. PUBLIC SPACE 
3.6.1. Usage type and openness 
In Chiang Mai historic town, various determination of public spaces was found. In this research 
only public usage of open spaces in historic area was studied. Type of usage in public space consists of 
religious, education, government, and recreation. Level of openness is also considered, openness 
defined by how the space allow to use by people. In this study level of openness consists of 3 level, 
level (1) is lowest allow and prohibited or partially prohibited to entry the premises, level (2) is the area 
that totally open to public but may have operation time, level (3) is the area that totally open and able 
to entry all days. Primary data from field survey are sorted and arranged in GIS to located and analyze 
in further study.   
In space usage type, religious place is the most usage in this area, recreation and education 
spaces are also distributed throughout area, respectively. However, some of education spaces are 
included as the same area as religious places due to – in the previous time-  temples provided educational 
function as well as spiritual-culture related functions and act as center of the community. Distribution 
of religious place are occupied and cover throughout of historic area but education and government 
spaces are clustered in in the most center of city. Moreover, size of religious places is comprised with 
its attached syntactic properties of urban network. In addition, most of religious place are Buddhist 
temple that established and develop simultaneously as part of Chiang Mai’ morphology. 
Openness level of public spaces in Chiang Mai, mostly in level 2 of openness which mean they 
totally or partially open with period of time. Only recreation spaces and some of government spaces 
open in 24 hours a day. However, for education space strictness of entry may more than other spaces. 
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Figure 3.16. Public space usage map and proportion (Source: Author, 2016) 
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3.6.2. Syntactic properties of deformed grid and public spaces. 
The result of syntactic analysis of Chiang Mai deformed grid network described above. As for 
integration value of street, it obviously showed that the most integrate axial line is the core axis of the 
city as shown in figure 3.17. However, from global integration also displayed discontinuously of axial 
lines which mean most of the natural movements deviate from core axis of the city into cross axis 
because connectivity value of cross axis (B1) that had the highest value (connectivity=16). Despite 
discontinuity of movement, both core axis and cross axes lines distinctively showed important role as 
the main network of city. 
 Overlay items of mapping, this chapter found that most of the public space cluster and attach 
to highly integrate roads axes. Especially first and second largest area of public space is consistency 
attached to both highest integrated of roads in A1 and B1, respectively, as found by syntactic properties 
by space syntax tool. When these axial lines overlay with public space layer, it showed prominently 
related to the largest public space of Chiang Mai. This could be concluded that public spaces and axis 
of Chiang Mai that intentionally determined are correlated and eventually might affect sub-network that 
linked to these roads afterward. 
 
 
Figure 3.17. Public spaces and syntactic correlation (Source: Author, EAROPH, 2014) 
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3.7. CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
From this chapter studying the urban characteristics in term of urban morphology in the historic 
town of Chiang Mai, following issues have been clarified and created essential material to verify 
vulnerability of urban morphology in term of evacuation planning:  
In the historic town of Chiang Mai, Integrations analysis of urban morphology categorized 
streets as deform-grid represents main network and labyrinth neighborhood blocks represent organic 
sub-network distribute along with the main network.  
Egress points of Chiang Mai are, mostly, narrow than 3 meters with may need to improve or 
regulate intense control guideline to mitigate casualties from an earthquake or even different kinds of 
disasters. This measure may according to the risk level of streets that may create a bottleneck during an 
evacuation. Kernel density analysis of Egress point shows high clusters distributed throughout the 
deformed grid network and in labyrinth streets. Egress points cluster with deviate narrow and low 
integrate street. It also aggregates to the eastern part of the city according to commercial and urban 
function determined since settlement. 
Narrow Streets in historic town are mostly attached by egress point and incapable of being 
evacuation route that needs to clarified limitation of streets. Street widths are incompetent to integration 
value, which means street width unable to comprehend highly used streets represent by its integration 
value and pose vulnerability of city, however, narrow streets are significantly comprised of a cluster of 
egress point density and integration in term of its aggregation to the eastern part of the city. 
Space syntax combined with GIS technique is the robust tool to identify urban morphology and 
led to better understanding of transforming its deformed grid network into evacuating routes. However, 
further study is needed especially on an urban network that able to response as the evacuation route. 
HCA evaluated Chiang Mai historic town, revealed the Classified level of risk in sub-streets through 
its priorities and conform to Egress kernel density map. It efficiently separated typical sub-streets and 
priority sub-street that available to implement the appropriate measure, especially in spatial and 
regulation management. HCA result divided function of a street into 4 categories consist of Primary, 
Secondary, Sub-street and priorities streets. 
Public spaces in Chiang Mai are, mostly, Buddhist religious places. The level of openness is 
totally open to public freely and all of it close in evening. Public spaces correspond to its attachment in 
the deformed grid network shown by their syntactic properties, especially religious places. In term of 
size of space, larger spaces are attached to the higher degree of syntactic values. Cultural-place relation 
and center of community demonstrated and revealed their correlation in mathematic through GIS-
syntax analysis. 
Additionally, study limit on a fact that uncontrolled factors may affect street widths such as the 
historical meaning of streets or social factors but the results displayed distinctively incompetent and 
limitation in the historic town, conform with an improper function of street measure by its syntactic 
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properties and accessibility. From comparative map showed incompetent between urban morphology 
and width of a street that needs more delicate study, in this matter especially historical meaning before 
gradually improve to appropriate evacuation route planning or strengthening intensive countermeasure. 
This finding shows vulnerable of the historical town of Chiang Mai to a major disaster such as 
earthquake disaster. In historic town, some of the urban accessibility incapable of acting as evacuation 
routes the in-panic periods due to its bottleneck in priorities streets which may lead to more casualties. 
Space syntax combined with GIS technique led to a better understanding labyrinth deformed grid 
network of historic town which considered being the necessity to provide evacuation plan through it 
result by providing proper strategies to cope with those hazardous events. Moreover, this chapter 
clarified and reaffirms vulnerability caused by a density of egression points that creates more difficulty 
by its natural of settlement and morphology. Further studies needed to be continuity investigate in 
various delicate factors to finally provided appropriated strategy for disaster mitigation especially 
possibility in using public spaces such as religious places as designated evacuation shelter area in next 
chapter and combine with cultural aspect to conserve/using historic meaning, simultaneously. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ACCESSIBILITY OF ROUTES USING ANGULAR SEGMENT 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, logic hidden in social dimensions shall be revealed, Buddhist temple usually 
determined as the center of community combine with cultural aspect during establishment process. 
However, this complication through a development of the city itself has given effect on the relation of 
these spaces and its connection to the urban fabric. From this derive issue (Samadhi & Tantayanusorn, 
2006), a reinvention of space is needed to cope with modern problems. In addition, an application from 
this analysis result will be implied as potential or opportunity issues to reinvent the space. 
In boundary of the historic town with deformed grid enclosed by city moat and wall, contains 
numbers of temples, regarding Buddhism belief. Temple is designated as a center of communities 
(Guntang, 1990), street network responded in both intentional or unintentional layout is highly related 
to this cultural-morphology. During city establishing, Chiang Mai was determined to be the new capital 
of Buddhist city (Ongsakul, 2010), Buddhism and Thai’s community has co-operated as a juxtaposition 
between political and spiritual as the morale of community (Jirakraisiri, 2004) (Ishii, 1968). ‘Sangha’ 
is the religious-political unit in Buddhism society, this unit provides facilities in multi-dimension to be 
the center of community lead by spiritual and moral of religious norms (Ishii, 1968). These unit express 
in spatial dimension of temples; Buddhist temple conform of multi-center of education, culture, and 
religious activities which can be seen on a recent day. One of a facility that temple in Thailand performs 
is lodging place for a traveler or in someplace determined as evacuation shelter (MGR online, 2017). 
This emergency function of temple’s facility, proven to be necessary during/post disaster as the 
temporary shelter for refugees (The Standard, 2017) (Izawa, 2017). In developing country this social 
unit may be needed to be studied as evacuation shelter to provides temporary and/or (if they have 
enough resource) could be a long-term shelter. To determine the temples, socio-cultural place as shelter, 
the route of from-to and relation between theirs surrounding communities must be examined to provide 
insightful method and data for evacuation planning. 
According to space syntax, Angular Segment analysis is one of the methods that indicated usage 
of to-thought traffic in a specific location. Usually, to analyze pathway between A to B, studies use 
metric coverage radius as a method. However according to space syntax – the proven practical theorem 
for analyzing the relationship between spatial and socio-economic aspects (Hillier & Hanson, 2003) – 
question in the integrity of conventional vector coverage length method derive. 
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4.2. METHODOLOGY TO EVALUATE AND REINVENT THE RELIGIOUS PLACES 
To Evaluate the potential of religious place in reinvent to be the disaster evacuation area. 
Evaluation method has been synthesized by combining space syntax approaching method and 
conventional GIS overlay toolset. These methods are proven by using social statistic to accurately 
pinpoint the valuable feature that able to improve. 
 As individual space will be evaluated it approaching in From-To traffic, space syntax a proven 
tool ‘The Angular segment analysis’ was used to evaluated each space’s approaching from its entry 
gate. The Angular Segment Analysis(ASA) tool was invented by Hiller and Hanson in 1984 to evaluate 
spatial morphology in various scale. ASA was introduced and included as on the set of syntactic tools 
to record weighted of direction change, related to graph theory in mathematic (Dalton, 2010). In this 
chapter, combining tool between ASA and intensity overlay GIS method will be used to evaluate by 
using religious places which are Buddhism temples in Chiang Mai historic area as materials. Finally, 
Statistic method will be approved the method using multiple regression (Stepwise) to reaffirm evaluated 
method and classify the potential feature element of the Religious places. See Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1. Analysis procedure. (Source: Author et al., ISAIA, 2016) 
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In ASA methodology, it found significance relation between this angular turning and natural 
movement in from-to traffic (Hillier, 2012). The ASA was used to calculates of direction angular change, 
in this analysis, it used to evaluate every religious place according to its entry gate(s). Segment lines 
obtained from the street network then, lines turning will be converted as 90 angles to 1 turn, 45 angles 
converted as 0.5 turns as shown in Figure 4.2. Angular turning obtained from this study will be limited 
by 2 turns (total angular movement= 180 degrees). In addition, this angular segment analysis will freely 
analyze in outer rim to avoid edge effect from the boundary of site study (Hillier & Penn, 2004). From 
angular movement result, the length of every segment will be summarized as the angular length from 
every gate(s) of each religious place. See example of analysis in Figure 4.3.  
Moreover, other related religious place property will be evaluated to seek reinventing option 
such as gate(s) and size. In addition, quantity and quality data also included, as proven determinant 
factors, consist of 1) Settlement layer of data which is Egress point, remark location that connects a 
building to the street shall be surveyed and combined into an individual of ASA total coverage, 
simultaneously. 2) Core street connection (hereafter, Core connection) which determined by the 
distance from religious place entrance(s) to core street of deformed grid network. This core street was 
related to cultural activities due to function to perform city-level religious activities. Core connection 
is described as 1-4 level, furthermost distance substituted by 1, nearest distance substituted by 4. 
Finally, to prove the correlation between layers and potential of reinvention these spaces in 
various option, a statistic approach using multiple regression analysis in the stepwise method will be 
tested. Angular length will represent as dependent variation while Religious place’s Size, the amount 
of gate(s), the amount of Egress point(s), and Core connection will be computed as independent 
variations. This statistical method aims to provide the critical variable(s) that directly related to angular 
length including to removed weakness variable(s) that required a reinvention.  
Figure 4.2. Angular Segment Analysis Turning Calculation. (Source: Author et al., ISAIA, 2016) 
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4.3. MAPPING EVALUATION 
4.3.1. Angular Segment Analysis of Religious place 
ASA result shows the significant relation between location and its urban fabric coverage. 35 
religious places in historic towns were analyzed according to its approaching.  
The result shows ASA analysis available to clarify feature-related angular length from temples 
in Site study. According to the culture-hierarchical location of religious places, ASA result shows a 
relation between temple location and its angular length. It significantly indicated that a distance from 
core street may highly affect the angular length of an individual temple from its entry gate connection. 
Despite the most containment temples; Chedi Luang (No. 34), and PhraSingha (No. 35), every temple’s 
angular length covered and outreached their surrounding communities with total angular length more 
than 1,700 meters. These angular length results also signify reasonable walking radius (800 meters) 
from-to surrounding settlement, see Figure 4.4 which will be discussed later in this chapter.  
Moreover, consistently, the largest containment of religious place is Chedi Luang temple 
(No.34, Area: 59,763 m2, Angular length: 17,877 m, Egress point: 1,521, Gate: 3) located in the most 
Figure 4.3. Example of Angular segment analysis. (Source: Author et al., ISAIA, 2016) 
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center of the historic town. Even if it has the largest space but from ASA result its angular length is less 
than secondary largest space which is PhraSingha temple (No.35, Area: 43,583 m2, Angular length: 
20,464 m, Egress point: 2,167, Gate: 4) as shown in Figure. 4.4 
 
  
  
 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Angular Segment Analysis of Religious places. (Source: Author et al., ISAIA, 2016) 
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4.3.2. Angular Segment Analysis Categorization 
ASA result range of angular length able to be divided into categories. These evaluated spaces 
are overlaid using GIS to display intensity of total coverage length of categorized religious places in 
the same group. See Figure 4.5. These overlay results will clarify permeability of each group which 
able to adopt into an application as a different stage of evacuation. 
Groups of angular length are able to divide into 4 group according to its angular length as 
follow; group 1 is 1,000-4,000m (n=10, (1) Pra Praw Nai, (2) Puek Tame, (3) Phan Waen, (4) Prasart, 
(5) Chang Kham, (6) BaanPing, (7) Umong, (8) Morkhamtuang, (9) Kuankahmah and (10) Puek Hong). 
This group contain the lease angular length coverage, mostly of their location situated in outermost of 
the historic town. Group 2 is range at 4,000-6,000m (n=10, (11) DokEaung, (12) Phonsroy, (13) 
Huakuang, (14) Rajamonteana, (15) Phantao, (16) Lamchang, (17) Phakaw, (18) Pabong, (19) 
Muentoom, (20) Dokkham). In this group, intermediate angular length coverage had obtained; their 
locations vary from outermost to nearly centermost of the historic town. Group 3 is 6,000-8,000m (n=12, 
(21) Sampaw, (22) Saimoonman, (23) Muenlan, (24) Jedlin, (25) Changtame, (26) Chaiprakreati, (27) 
Saimoonmuang, (28) Srikerd, (29) Tungyu, (30) Duangdee, (31) Phanohn, (32) Dubphai). This group 
obtain a high value of angular length; their locations are distinctively in centermost of the historic town. 
Group 4 is more than 8,000m (n=3), this group religious places obtained highest and significant angular 
length coverage, however, this group contains only 3 specific spaces. Both of religious places, Chedi 
Luang and Phrasingha(No.34-35) are city-level support for religious activities. Muen Ngenkong temple 
(No.33) is obtained high angular length due to the closeness to core streets.  
From categorized ASA result shows increasing sequence of category coverage, rely 
inconsistent with the size of spaces however on according to its location upon, this result confers that 
outer-rim boundary and closeness to its core street are significantly affected by it angular length 
coverage and categorized group, simultaneously. Despite group 4 which contain the largest containment 
of space, every group contains temples that gradually increasing angular length consist with its 
closeness to the center of site study. These categories reaffirm geo-location as a social relation and 
determination in the location of religious places that effect on its coverage, and likewise. 
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4.3.3. Religious place feature 
As discussed in chapter 3 in public space subsection, religious place conquers the most space 
usage in public space of Chiang Mai historic area. In chapter 3, the study confers the linkage to overall 
urban morphology through space syntax integration analysis. In this chapter, this material will be used 
again but in different detail analysis method. Moreover, a linkage between overall analysis and religious 
place from-to analysis will be discussed to clarify the further application of syntax theory in evacuation 
aspect. 
The material used in this chapter consist of; size, gate, and core connection (Core closeness of 
entry gate(s)) these material data retrieved from field survey and input to GIS as a dataset. Moreover, 
Figure 4.5. Categorized groups as overlay Angular segments. (Source: Author, 2016) 
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Egress point which is the connection between building the entry to the street also retrieved and 
calculated along with ASA in the previous result. 
 
Size of Religious places 
The size of spaces will be the determination of readiness as disaster mitigation plan by 
reinventing religious places. As shown in Fig.4.6, the largest temple is Chedi Luang where to contain 
59,763 m2 and it is the only temple that has significant sized after graduated using GIS evaluation. 
Second graduated group contains 4 temples in value between 8,500 to 43,500 m2, consist of; Phra 
Singha (43,583 m2), Chang kham (11,564 m2), Sri kerd (10,938 m2) and Jedlin (10,350 m2), respectively. 
Third graduated group contains 8 temples in value between 5,000 to 8,500 m2, consist of; Sai moon 
man (8,489 m2), Umong (7,980 m2), Phan onh (6,942 m2), HuaKuang (6,693 m2), Puek Tame (6,375 
m2), Muen ngen kong (6,273 m2), Baan ping (6,027 m2) and Lam chang (5,855 m2), respectively. Fourth Figure 4.6. Location and size of the Religious places (Source: Author, 2016) 
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graduated group contains 12 temples which have value between 3,500 to 5,000 m2, consist of; Chai pra 
kreatra (5,058 m2), Prasart (4,935 m2), Mor kham tuang (4,832 m2), Phan tao (4,770 m2), Dubphai 
(4,607 m2), DokEaung (4,460 m2), Paprawnai (4,325 m2), Phan waen (4,175 m2), Kuan ka mah (4,114 
m2), Tung yu (4,096 m2), Saimoon Muang (4,031 m2) and Puek Hong (3,732 m2), respectively. Fifth 
graduated group contains 10 temples which have value less than 3,500 m2, consist of; Pabong (3,545 
m2), Muen lan (3,490 m2), Raja monteana (3,342 m2), Muen toom (3,283 m2), Chang Tame (2,883 
m2), Sum pow (2,728 m2), Duang dee (2,724 m2), Pha khaw (2,491 m2), Phon sroy (2,332 m2) and 
Dok kham (1,492 m2), respectively. Mostly, Religious places in Chiang Mai historic town contain a 
similar range of size, some important temples such as Phrasingha and Chedi luang contain the highest 
number in term of size according to its location and significance level of the temple. 
 
Gate(s) 
According to Buddhism tradition, generally, temple main entrance should be facing to the east. 
This norm provides both functional and spiritual meaning. For functional aspect, it has Buddha image 
inside the ‘Ubosota’ or the chapel facing to the east side and naturally illuminates by natural sunlight. 
For spiritual meaning, combining with functional aspect this illuminated Buddha image will be the most 
important element in temple due to the Buddhist’s faith during a sacred ceremony. For these reasons, 
temple main entrance is generally located on the eastern side of the Buddhist religious place or in the 
northern side depend on its location and limitation. 
Despite the main entrance, alternative entrance appears in many temples according to its 
connection to its periphery. Especially, Buddhist religious place that contains the large size of space 
and religious places that have more choices of approach, more alternative gate(s) will appear. 
Survey and GIS output result of temples in Chiang Mai’s historic town showed the number of 
the gate(s), see fig. 4.7. As mentioned above, location and number of the gate(s) are according to its 
periphery connection and belief. Noticeably, none of these temples contains 4 gates, most of them 
contain 1-2 gate(s), 3 temples contain 3 gates consist of; Kuan ka mah, Puek tame and Phra Singha 
while only Chedi Luang temple contain 5 gates connected to its periphery. 
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Core Connection 
 Chiang Mai’s historic town contains core and cross street. These streets act as the backbone of 
deformed grid network. Mostly, important ceremony in city level withheld in these streets. Moreover, 
these streets also have directly connected through city’s gate that located in the north-south and the 
east-west axis. Core street laid in the east-west axis is, however, hindered by Phra Singha temple. This 
layout created core street vista leading to the temple and intentionally render Chiang Mai as Buddhist 
spirit town. Cross streets are consist of two streets laid in the north-south axis. These streets act as the 
connected deformed grid network from the north end and the south end’s city gate, see fig.4.8. 
Figure 4.7. Number of gate(s) in religious place. (Source: Author, 2016) 
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    In this chapter, closeness to core and cross streets shall be determined as categorized score. Score 
range from 1 to 4, the farthest from core street will determine as 1 and 2, this different of 1 and 2 will 
be determined by a number of angular lengths received from angular segment analysis. The closeness 
to cross streets will determine as 3 and the closeness to core street will determine as 4.  
As the preliminary observation, most of the temples aggregate near core and cross streets. 
Largest temples also situated or have connected to core street. Both of temples (Phra Singha and Chedi 
Luang temple) retrieve the highest score evaluated. These evaluations will be included as one of the 
features in further analysis. 
 
 Figure 4.8. Core connection (Closeness to core street) (Source: Author, 2016). 
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4.4. MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULT 
The statistic method is used to reaffirm the hypothesis of this chapter which is some of the 
religious elements or features able to reinvent. According to statistic method, Multiple regression was 
used to find and exclude space’s feature by stepwise the output of calculation. The entered variables 
mean that it comprises with the hypothesis of angular length, on the contrary, removed variables mean 
that it has potential to considered as reinventing material in further studies. 
However, in this study, two temples (No.34; Chedi Luang and No.35; PhraSingha temple) 
where to contain highly differentiate in its size (59,763 m2 and 43,583 m2, respectively) caused the 
statistic defect compare to others. This defective data is shown in a descriptive statistic, the value of 
standard deviation higher than mean value (11,393.59 to 7,779.41), therefore in this study will exclude 
these temples as a missing value for statistic accuracy as shown in Table 4.1. From excluded missing 
value as mentioned, a standard deviation of Size become lower than an average value which means this 
value set is acceptable to proceed the multiple regression. 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.1. Descriptive statistics. 
Included missing value 
Variables ?̅?𝑥 SD 
Angular length (m) 5,864.84 3,860.89 
Size (m2) 7,779.41 11,393.59 
Gate  1.83 0.747 
Egress point 510.60 259.07 
Core connection 2.77 1.087 
n=35   
Excluded missing value 
Variables ?̅?𝑥 SD 
Angular length (m) 5,958.42 1,999.35 
Size (m2) 5,119.18 2,472.50 
Gate  1.73 0.626 
Egress point 541.33 232.95 
Core connection 2.70 1.075 
n=33   
Table 4.2. Regression of Angular Length and its spatial 
data (stepwise). 
Entered Variables    
 Z-Beta t Sig. 
(Constant)  2.477 0.019 
R. Egress p. 0.402 7.78 0.000 
Core c.  0.871 16.85 0.000 
Removed Variables  
 Z-Beta t Sig. 
Size (m2) 0.075 1.425 0.165 
Gate  -0.004 -0.067 0.947 
R= 0.959, R2= 0.92, SEE= 584.5, F=172.21,  
Sig of F= 0.000 
Table 4.3. Correlations of Angular Segment Analysis and Spatial data. 
Pearson Correlation Size (m2) Gate (n) Residual Egress 
Point 
Core connection 
Angular Length (m) -0.013 -0.31 0.402 0.871 
Size (m2) 1 0.186 0.175 -0.176 
Gate   1 0.216 -0.452 
Residual Egress point   1 0.0001 
Core connection    1 
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The Statistic result affirms the relation of ASA and its spatial data. In correlation table 4.3., 
Size of space has very low positive relations with Gate, Egress point, and negative relation with Core 
connection. Gate has low positive relation with Egress point and intermediate negative relation with 
Core connection. However, Egress point was subtracted as Residual Egress point before calculated in 
regression equation because high correlation to Core connection variable which may deviate accuracy 
statistic result. After subtracted and transform into Residual egress point, it has very low relation to 
Core connection which according to multiple regression methods, this allowed providing accuracy 
explanation without statistic violation caused by a high correlation between independent variables. 
The result from the multiple regression in table 4.2. show Angular length could be described 
by Egress point and its Core connection to 92% of total angular segments. Through highly significance 
regression, angular length is determined by its connection to core streets more than its collective egress 
points (determined by their t-value and Significance value). Both of independent variables have affected 
to Angular length in positive statistic relation. Therefore, this multiple regression an equation also 
shows removed variables consist of size and numbers of the gate. According to statistic result, it implies 
these factors needed to improve to acquired relation to its angular length. Additionally, Size of space 
may require less reinvent compare to its numbers of the gate. 
From this statistic result, could be interpreted that higher numbers of egression point and closer 
to core connection in a specific street in historic town will simultaneously contain higher angular length 
approach to religious place. It reveals the relation between spatial realm and socio-cultural realm 
through space syntax theory. Religious places in historic town, especially in Buddhism ritual and 
residential location represents by egress point has reflected and connected each other in high level. 
Moreover, religious places that locate near core street of historic town contain higher angular length, 
for example, if it locates closer to core street at 0.87 level, Angular length coverage will be increased 1 
meter which confirms hierarchy of religious places existence in term of cultural-spatial planning since 
it established. 
Despite relation of angular length and egress points, these religious places have concern issue 
about its size and the number(s) of the gate which removed by the stepwise multiple regression. As a 
functional aspect, size and gate should response to its angular length which connects to residential units 
as mentioned. Even though the size of religious places may find difficult to reinvent but it shows 
inconsistency in function-spatial issue. Therefore, gate or entrance of religious places are easier to 
consider, for example, it could be created as alternative or sub entrance to the religious place. Usually, 
in particular, Buddhism religious place’s main entrance gate determined related to its religious custom. 
The main entrance often confronts to the eastern direction as mentioned above however according to 
an alternative gate, it could create through the necessity of functional, or cultural issues. This led to 
potential to reinvent of these spaces to cope with disaster mitigation strategies through relocation or to 
create sub-entrance according to its morphological criteria. 
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4.5. CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
This chapter revealed the underlay socio-cultural relation of religious places with deformed 
grid street, the historic Buddhist town in Chiang Mai, Northern Thailand. The Angular Segment 
Analysis, proven tool in space syntax theory, was used to evaluate the angular length of each individual 
religious place. The result from ASA showed highly relation and hierarchy of religious places based on 
cultural-important of the space. The higher angular length means that spaces are coped with cultural 
activities in different levels. Distinctive spaces also derived and reaffirm significant of central temples 
(Chedi Luang and PhraSingha temples), cultural-spatial related, these spaces almost fully cover overall 
deformed grid network. Groups of temples categorized by its Angular length response directly to its 
location and linkage to the urban fabric. There are groups that response to surrounding communities 
and response to total historic town as gradually described by this analysis. 
In addition, Statistic result revealed the distinctive relationship between ASA and socio-spatial 
variables consist of quantitative data; Egression points, and qualitative data; a level of connection to 
core streets. However, on the contrary, the Gate and size of space are inconsistent with ASA result. The 
conclusion indicated that these variables able to be reinventing to response to its surrounding or cope 
with various issues such as alternative entry gate(s) to gain more accessibility of space according to its 
activities and cultural-spatial functions.  
In Summarize, this chapter obtained evaluated result that enables as supportive data for 
reinventing socio-cultural place to evacuation place in spatial aspects. Although these spaces contain 
sensitive cultural-related but potential to be improved to gain more advantage in evacuation planning 
as shelter facility is possible according to its outreach to surrounding communities. Existence and 
preservation of these spaces could be sustained and adaptable to co-exist with urban fabric and/or 
forthcoming urban resilience issues. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EVALUATION OF EVACUATION ROUTES TO SOCIO-CULTURAL PLACES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous chapter, the designed evacuation place has been proposed by reinventing the 
religious place. From the angular analysis, it shows a potential of these space coverage over the urban 
fabric of study site. In this chapter, the simulation will be executed using identical research materials. 
Simulations shall investigate a detailed situation in evacuation route planning. 
Preparedness is one of an important element in term of evacuation planning, complicated and 
highly detail problems could be derived from many aspects (Kuroiwa, 2004) (GFDRR, 2015). For 
example, in term of behavioral of evacuees, when natural disaster stroke it may cause chaotic situation 
(Lim, Zangeneh, Bahanemati, & Assavapokee, 2012). In term of management, evacuation route and 
zone should be established to ensure the safety of residents and mitigated the disaster hazard. To reduce 
the hazard from disaster, many researchers proposed the simulation and/or predictive data to represent 
the real situation, especially in urban area. Many scenarios have been presented to analyses complexity 
of evacuees and predicted some managerial problems. 
A historic town with deformed grid is one of the most extreme vulnerable to a various type of 
disaster hazard. Labyrinth, narrowness combine with clusters of settlement is highly vulnerable in term 
of evacuation planning due to lost in orientation. These streets could easily be blocked by building 
debris, vehicles, and bottleneck in the street by evacuees. Moreover, buildings in the vulnerable 
condition in historic city is close to mentioned narrowness streets and created higher risk in evacuation 
planning. 
Evacuation route with obstruction has created the problem and decisive solution is needed. 
Thus, in this chapter, the developed method for detail assessment of evacuation situation have been 
performed. The simulation adapted from an application designed for building evacuation. The behavior 
of evacuee, however, has fundamental enough to perform on any scale. Analysis of simulation 
demonstrated in different situations of obstruction. Scale metric of obstruction measured by its total 
time, time to exit and accumulated of evacuation, simultaneously. 
5.2. SIMULATION SCENARIO PARAMETER 
5.2.1. Flow rate of egress; Origin and Destination 
The primary objective of this analysis is to simulate the evacuation situation when determined 
religious places as designated evacuation place. The egress point which is the connection between 
building entrance and the street has been determined as evacuee origin. The religious places are 
determined as a destination of the evacuee. Application software in this chapter called pathfinder, the 
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proven tool to use in the evacuation situation. Pathfinder is the agent-based simulation in any scale. 
However most of the simulations using Pathfinder usually studying building or part of city 
circumstances (Thornton, O'Konski, Klein, Hardeman, & Swenson, 2012). In this simulation, time and 
congestion are the main results to discuss and investigate. 
For During disaster and/or Post-disaster situations, people in panic is the main problem and 
difficult to predict (Helbing, Farkas, & Vicsek, 2000). Most of the cases of major earthquake disaster 
may follow by fire hazard and building rubbles.  Thus, combination data of evacuation model should 
be applied to obtain the best responsive to the worst-case scenario. The egression time from building 
obtain from National Fire Prevention Association(NFPA) and Mean of egress by Ezel Kendik (Kendik, 
1986) to represent empirical studies of crowd movement. Mentioned egression flow of evacuee includes 
as origin in Pathfinder as step egression flow. The step egression flow rate is calculated considering 
consecutively egress to the outside of the building as follow. 
 
Table 5.1. Flow rate of evacuee from building. 
Time(s) Persons per second (p/s) 
5 0.67 
10 0.41 
15 0.33 
20 0.00 
  
5.2.2. Obstruction in the street 
Important factor considering evacuation is an obstruction, in urban scale obstruction when a 
disaster occurred could be from minor obstruction as a movable feature on street such as garbage can, 
lamppost, broken signage, etc. However, major obstruction considering an unmovable feature that 
possible to create a street blockage. Thus, street blockage could be obstructed by vehicles, building 
rubble. This blockage added more highly risk to evacuation and may cause a street blockage. 
For delicate simulation retrieval, scenarios are created according to major street blockage 
situation as follow; 
1) No obstruction 
This scenario is the basic situation. Only egression from building to the entry gate of 
evacuation place simulated. This situation tested the bottleneck of street and time usage in 
term of evacuation. Congestion of evacuees shall be analyzed to identify the potential risk 
of the urban network itself. 
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2) Vehicle obstruction 
Vehicle obstruction simulation concerning leftover vehicles on the street which may create 
street blockage and potential risk to evacuation. An amount of vehicles in street calculated 
using space syntax’s integration analysis. The integration analysis from the previous 
chapter determined the number of leftovers on street. The worst-case scenario is chosen to 
be the highest risk as possible to investigate the congestion created by vehicle obstruction. 
The amount of estimated car calculated by following formulae; 
 
Then, an amount of vehicle on street is determined formula using GIS and create simulate 
vehicle obstruction. A dimension of a vehicle is used the average dimension of compact 
Figure 5. 1. An Amount of vehicle blockage. (Source: Author, 2017) 
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉(𝑠𝑠) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 = �𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝐿𝐿𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠ℎ)10
𝑖𝑖
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sedan suggested by U.S. department of energy (US Department of Energy, 2011) which is 
1.72 m by 4.5 m. The mapping result of vehicle obstruction scenario shows in following 
figures. (see, figure 5.1-5.2) 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 2. Vehicle obstruction mapping. (Source: Author, 2017) 
Figure 5. 3. Building Collapse and Rubble Blockage type. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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3) Building Rubble obstruction 
This situation concern about street blockage occurred after building collapsed. Rumble 
from the building could block the street both fully or partially blockage. (see, figure 5.3.).  
Building Height is the main factor to calculate building collapsed scenario. GIS buffer 
analysis was used to evaluated and demonstrated the possible of building rubble blocking 
the street. (see, figure 5.4.).  According to its height, blocking situation divided into 2 type 
of obstruction. First, the full blockage, this blockage affect the overall blockage and created 
cut-off or dead-end street situation. Fully blockage includes obstruction occurred by 2 
buildings or more on the opposite side of the street. Second, the partial blockage, depend 
on inclination calculated by GIS, the partial blockage has been created to blocking in the 
street more than 50 to 80 percent and created the difficulty of evacuation. (see, figure 5.5.). 
 
Figure 5. 4. Collapse buffer of building rubble. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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4) Combined obstruction 
The combination of both obstructions shows the highest risk to display the vulnerable 
situation. The worst-case scenario of evacuation. The material of obstruction from both 
vehicle and building rubble are used as combined material of obstruction. 
 
5.3. ANALYSIS METHOD 
Applications in this method are GIS and Pathfinder. GIS(QGIS) has been used to collect the 
raw material and analyze the input factor such as urban street, egress point, the obstructions. Pathfinder, 
the evacuation application develop by Thunderhead engineering, has been used to simulate the 
evacuation depend on obstruction scenarios. This application focuses on evacuation and behavior of 
evacuees which suitable for this method of analysis.  Prescript evacuees also determined in Pathfinder. 
Figure 5. 5. Rubble blockage level. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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To retrieve accurate comparative analysis, the flow, location, and number of egression points including 
behavior profile of evacuee are the controlled variables. The behavior of evacuee profile has shoulder 
width as 45.6 cm and height 165 cm using cylinder shape. The speed of egress and travel set as constant 
1.2 m/s. However, depending on congestion of the evacuees, constant speed is the max velocity of 
traveling. 
The destination of evacuee has been set as random which mean each evacuee able to choose 
any destination independently. Movement of simulation uses ‘Steering’ mode, evacuee uses a steering 
system or turning to move and interact with the others. For example, if evacuee is traveling with the 
other, it will cluster into group of evacuees calculated by application algorithm. Selection of this mode 
has reason to emulate human’s behavior and natural movement as much as possible. However, an 
individual evacuee is calculated in this algorithm, the social aspect such as family grouping relation is 
excluded in this method. 
Main factors in this method are the obstruction. The obstructions mentioned above categorized 
by its level of vulnerable. Comparative of studies focus on simulations and statistic results. The topics 
are as follow; 
1) Overview  
The summarized of evacuation time and travel distance in each scenario. This summarized 
data focus on overview vulnerable depend on total time of evacuation and distance from 
egress point to temple gate. 
2) The Simulation 
It is the individual evacuee time to travel to evacuation place. This evaluation feature 
represents in simulation results. The simulation result used heat map, in 10 meters’ radius 
of evacuees to display the vulnerable location since begin to finish. Discussion of result 
focuses on congestion of evacuees. 
3) Time to evacuation place and Accumulated route(s) 
Time to evacuation place usage represent risk during evacuation from the time that 
evacuees used to evacuated to temples. Accumulated path determined the street usage 
frequency. Both time usage and Accumulated routes show in simulation result. To analyze 
the vulnerable of the street that may contain potential risk and/or vulnerable in term of risk 
during the evacuation. 
4) The evacuation place 
This statistic map has been produced to represent the capability in each evacuation gate(s) 
and place (Temple) which is the destination of every evacuee agents. Moreover, each 
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evacuation place has been determined the different number and location of the gate(s), this 
gate to evacuation also be discussed to convey the countermeasure. 
These results both simulation animation and statistic focuses on pinpointing the vulnerable 
affected by obstructions. Finally, the results of the topics will be compared and discussed in term of 
disaster mitigation to provided urban design guideline and/or control in obstruction issue. The method 
of compare is to find vulnerable which may contain similar by Angular Segment analysis in the previous 
chapter. 
5.4. SCENARIO RESULT 
5.4.1. No obstruction scenario 
Overview 
Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,967 persons. This scenario, it found no person stuck in 
the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time usage) as 682.8 seconds (11 minutes 22 seconds). 
Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 3.9s. For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum 
distance is 3.1 m, the maximum distance is 609.6 m. The time of evacuation is quite a response to travel 
velocity of evacuee which is 1.2 m/s. However, some congestions in the street network are affected the 
total evacuation time to be more than its distance. Distance and time ratio is 0.89 which represent the 
Figure 5. 6. Method of analysis procedure. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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efficient of improving religious place as evacuation place. More detail of evacuation time and distance 
are summarized in the following table (see, table 5.2). 
The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 34,202 persons. At 
19s, only 765 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 195s to 200s, almost every evacuee 
able to escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 10,000 persons. This phenomenon 
could display as a graphical statistic. The curve of gradient slope starts to significantly decline after 
reaching the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its decline since 195s and almost flatten the 
curve at 380s.(see figure 5.7) 
 
Table 5. 2. Summarize of the ‘No obstruction’ scenario. (n=34,967 persons) 
 Time (second) Time (minute) Distance (meter) 
Minimum 3.9 0m 4s 3.1 
Maximum 682.8 11m 22s 609.6 
Average 163.4 2m 43s 165.6 
Standard Deviation 112.4 1m 52s 103.9 
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Figure 5. 7. Total remaining evacuees in the no obstruction scenario. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 10 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 17.6 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 120 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling to 
the evacuation places, the congestion of traveling is unable to notice. In 200-240 seconds, compared 
with a 120s interval, the congestion of evacuees started to display in some area. Some of the evacuees 
found difficult to evacuate, for example, the west-south group of evacuees encounters quite long 
distance from building’s egression point to the evacuation place. In 450 seconds’ interval, the vulnerable 
of evacuation was defined, almost every evacuee exited through evacuation places, the most congestion 
of evacuation occurred in the east-north of the model and the longest distance occurred in the west-
south of the model. 
 
 
Figure 5. 8. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the no obstruction scenario. (Source: Author, 
2017) 
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Time to evacuation place and Accumulated route(s) 
Time of travel to evacuation place could display the risk of evacuees that have difficulty to 
reach the evacuation place. Simulation result shows risk emerged from a distance, and congestion of 
evacuees. The distance and number of nearest evacuation place significantly affected the time to 
evacuation. For example, in the north-east part, with many evacuees and a lesser number of evacuation 
place than other areas, Time to evacuation place is more than 500s. This area has the highest vulnerable 
in term of evacuation time. 
 
Figure 5. 9. Time to evacuation place in the no obstruction scenario. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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Moreover, when considering Accumulated path of evacuees, it shows significance the path that 
evacuee used for evacuation in total. Similar to the Time to evacuation place result, the Accumulated 
path shows vulnerable of evacuation that occurred from the longest time of travel and location of 
congestion. However, it significant result derives when evacuees unable to have the alternative of the 
route to evacuation places, the accumulated routes are appearing. The highest vulnerable route is in the 
north-east of the city. The route to Lamchang temple’s east gate is the priority that needs further 
investigated in term of risk reduction. 
 
The evacuation place 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the no obstruction scenario is as follow. At a glance, 
for the first in and last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate in some temple. Average of first 
Figure 5. 10. Accumulated simulation snapshot in the no obstruction scenario. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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evacuees entered the evacuation place is 16.75s, the fastest is Puek Tame temple’s west gate and Dok 
Eaung temple south gate at 3.9s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate at 136.4s. Average of 
last evacuees enter the evacuation place is 239.52s. For the last evacuee entered the temple, the latest is 
Lamchang temple’s east gate at 683.0s, the earliest is Kuankamah temple’s northwest gate at 40.6s. 
Only Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. The last in value show risk of evacuation 
viewing from temple’s gate. Another important value is the total evacuees in place, it is several evacuees 
that chose to evacuate in the temple. The highest number is Lamchang, Muen Ngen kong and Pha khaw 
where it contains more than 2,000 evacuees inside. These Last-In and Total evacuees in the temple are 
mapped using GIS to display the vulnerable of evacuation time and capacity of temple risk. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 11. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in the no obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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5.4.2. Vehicle obstruction scenario 
Overview 
In this scenario, the obstruction is created to evaluate the vulnerability from the in-street vehicle 
that may block the evacuees to their destination. Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,751 persons. 
This scenario, it found no person stuck in the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time usage) 
is 1404.3 seconds (23 minutes 24 seconds). Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 3.9s. For 
travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum distance is 3.1 m, the maximum distance is 619.8 m. This 
different in distance and traveling time shows that some congestions in the street network are affected 
the total evacuation time. Distance and time ratio is 2.26 which shows it has two times higher than the 
no obstruction scenario. More detail of evacuation time and distance are summarized as follow table 
(see, table 5.3). 
Table 5. 3. Summarize of the ‘vehicle obstruction’ scenario. (n=34,751 persons) 
 Time (second) Time (minute) Distance (meter) 
Minimum 3.9 0m 4s 3.1 
Maximum 1404.3 23m 24s 619.6 
Average 261.2 4m 22s 176.2 
Standard Deviation 215.1 3m 36s 112.0 
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 The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 34,149 persons. 
At 19s, only 602 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 300s, almost every evacuee able to 
escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 11,000 persons. This phenomenon could 
display as a graphical statistic. The curve of gradient slope starts to significantly decline after reaching 
the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its decline since 305s and almost flatten the curve at 
782s. (see figure 5.12) 
 
The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 10 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 17.6 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 150 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling to 
the evacuation places, the congestion of traveling is unable to notice. In 350-380 seconds, compared 
with a 150s interval, the congestion of evacuees started to display in some area especially queueing 
Figure 5. 13. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the vehicle obstruction scenario. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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before access the temple’s gates. In 780s interval,  the vulnerable of evacuation was defined, almost 
every evacuee exited through evacuation places, the most congestion of evacuation occurred in the east-
north and the west-north of the model.(see figure 5.13) 
 
Time to evacuation place and Accumulated route(s) 
Time of travel to evacuation place could display the risk of evacuees that have difficulty to 
reach the evacuation place. Simulation result shows risk emerged from the distance, and congestion of 
evacuees. The distance and number of nearest evacuation place significantly affected the time to 
evacuation. In this scenario, the north-east and outer rim of the west part of the city, with a large number 
Figure 5. 14. Time to evacuation place in the vehicle obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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of evacuees and a lesser number of evacuation place than other areas, Time to evacuation place is more 
than 500s. This area has the highest vulnerable in term of evacuation time. 
Moreover, when considering Accumulated path of evacuees, it shows significance the path that 
evacuee used for evacuation in total. The Accumulated path shows vulnerable of evacuation that 
occurred from the longest time of travel and location of congestion. In this scenario, the long distance 
in the outer rim of west part and congestion in the north-east, the accumulated routes are appearing. The 
highest vulnerable route is in the north-east of city which is the route to Lamchang temple’s east gate. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 15. Accumulated simulation snapshot in the vehicle obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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The evacuation place 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the vehicle obstruction scenario are as follow. 
Initially, for the first in and last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate in some temple. Average 
of first evacuees enter the evacuation place is 17.67s, the fastest is Puek  Tame temple’s west gate in 
3.9s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate. Average of last evacuees enter the evacuation 
place is 136.7s. For the last evacuee entered the temple, the latest is Lamchang temple’s east gate at 
1404.3s, the earliest is Kuankamah temple’s northwest gate at 39.8s. Only Dubphai temple’s north gate 
has no evacuee entered. The last in value show risk of evacuation viewing from temple’s gate and its 
congestion. Another important value is the total evacuees in place, it is several evacuees that chose to 
evacuate in the temple. The highest number is Muen Ngen kong, Lamchang, and Pha Khaw, 
respectively where it contains more than 2,000 evacuees inside (Dark brown color in figure 5.16). These 
Figure 5. 16. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in the vehicle obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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Last-In and Total evacuees in the temple are mapped using GIS to display the vulnerable of evacuation 
time and capacity of temple risk. 
 
5.4.3. Building rubble obstruction scenario 
Overview 
In this scenario, the obstruction is created to evaluate the vulnerability from building rubble 
that block evacuee traveling as fully or half blockage. Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,961 persons. 
This scenario, it found no person stuck in the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time usage) 
is 1073.1seconds (17 minutes 53 seconds). Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 3.9s. For 
travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum distance is 3.1 m, the maximum distance is 785.2 m. This 
different in distance and traveling time shows that some congestions from street blockage are affected 
the total evacuation time. Distance and time ratio is 1.36 which shows it has a little higher than the no 
obstruction scenario. More detail of evacuation time and distance are summarized as follow table (see, 
table 5.4). 
 
Table 5. 4. Summarize of the ‘building rubble obstruction’ scenario. (n=34,961 persons) 
 Time (second) Time (minute) Distance (meter) 
Minimum 3.9 0m 4s 3.1 
Maximum 1073.1 17m 53s 785.2 
Average 183.5 3m 3s 176.2 
Standard Deviation 144.9 2m 25s 120.7 
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The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 34,293 persons. At 
19s, only 668 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 220s, almost every evacuee able to 
escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 10,000 persons. This phenomenon could 
display as a graphical statistic. The curve of gradient slope starts to significantly decline after reaching 
the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its decline since 223s and almost flatten the curve at 
470s. (see figure 5.17) 
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Figure 5. 17. Total remaining evacuee in the Building rubble obstruction. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 19.1 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.1 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 145.1 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling 
to the evacuation places, the congestion of traveling is unable to notice. In 300-350 seconds, compared 
with a 145s interval, the congestion of evacuees started to display in some area especially queueing 
before access some gates. In a 590s interval, the vulnerable of evacuation was defined, almost every 
evacuee exited through evacuation places, the most congestion of evacuation occurred in the north-east 
and the southwest of model. (see figure 5.18) 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 18. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the building rubble obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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Time to evacuation place and Accumulated route(s) 
Time of travel to evacuation place could display the risk of evacuees that have difficulty to 
reach the evacuation place. At the 20s, the simulation result shows risk emerged from a distance, and 
congestion of evacuees. The distance and number of nearest evacuation place significantly affected the 
time to evacuation. In this scenario, the north-east and outer rim of the west part of the city, with many 
evacuees and a lesser number of evacuation place than other areas, Time to evacuation place is more 
than 500s. These areas have the highest vulnerable in term of evacuation time. (see figure 5.19) 
Moreover, when considering Accumulated path of evacuees, it shows significance the path that 
evacuee used for evacuation in total. The Accumulated path shows vulnerable of evacuation that 
Figure 5. 19. Time to evacuation place in the building rubble obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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occurred from the longest time of travel and location of congestion. In this scenario, the long distance 
in the outer rim of west part and congestion in the north-east, the accumulated routes are appearing. The 
highest vulnerable route is in the north-east of city which is the route to Lamchang temple’s east gate. 
(see figure 5.20) 
 
The evacuation place 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the vehicle obstruction scenario are as follow. 
Initially, for the first in and last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate in some temple. Average 
of first evacuees enter the evacuation place is 16.72s, the fastest is Puek Tame temple’s west gate and 
Dok Eaung temple’s south gate in 3.9s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate in 135.3s. 
Figure 5. 20. Accumulated simulation snapshot in the building rubble obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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Average of last evacuees enter the evacuation place is 263.91s. For the last evacuee entered the temple, 
the latest is Lamchang temple’s east gate at 1073.1s, the earliest is Srikerd temple’s east gate at 26.1s. 
Only Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. The last in value show risk of evacuation 
viewing from temple’s gate and its congestion. Another important value is the total evacuees in place, 
it is several evacuees that chose to evacuate in the temple. The highest number is Pha khaw, Muen Ngen 
kong, Lamchang and Phan waen, respectively where it contains more than 2,000 evacuees inside (Dark 
brown color in figure 5.21). These Last-In and Total evacuees in the temple are mapped using GIS to 
display the vulnerable of evacuation time and capacity of temple risk. 
 
 
Figure 5. 21. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in the vehicle obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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5.4.4. combined obstruction scenario 
Overview 
In this scenario, the obstruction is combined between a vehicle and building rubble to evaluated 
the vulnerability from the highest risk of street blockage. Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,793 
persons. This scenario, it found no person stuck in the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time 
usage) is 2,638.0seconds (43 minutes 58 seconds). Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 3.9s. 
For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum distance is 3.1 m, the maximum distance is 790.7 m. 
This scenario is the longest in both distance and traveling time with congestions from street blockage 
is affected the total evacuation time. Distance and time ratio is 3.34 which shows it has the highest ratio 
of evacuation risk. More detail of evacuation time and distance are summarized as follow table (see, 
table 5.5). 
 
Table 5. 5. Summarize of the ‘combined obstruction’ scenario. (n=34,793 persons) 
 Time (second) Time (minute) Distance (meter) 
Minimum 3.9 0m 4s 3.1 
Maximum 2638.0 43m 58s 790.7 
Average 306.9 5m 7s 191.7 
Standard Deviation 343.4 5m 44s 127.4 
 
Figure 5. 22. Total remaining evacuee in the combined obstruction. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 34,191 persons. At 
this period, only 602 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 360s, almost every evacuee able 
to escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 10,000 persons. The curve of gradient 
slope starts to significantly decline after reaching the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its 
decline since 360-500s and almost flatten the curve at 800s.(see figure 5.22) 
 
The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 19.1 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.1 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 180 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling to 
the evacuation places, the congestion of traveling is unable to notice. In 350-400 seconds, compared 
with the 180s interval, the congestion of evacuees started to display in some area especially queueing 
before access some gates. In 800s interval, the vulnerable of evacuation was defined, almost every 
Figure 5. 23. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the combined obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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evacuee exited through evacuation places, the most congestion of evacuation occurred in the north-east 
of the model. (see figure 5.23) 
 
Time to evacuation place and Accumulated route(s) 
Time of travel to evacuation place could display the risk of evacuees that have difficulty to 
reach the evacuation place. At the 20s, the simulation result shows risk emerged from a distance, 
congestion of evacuees. The distance and number of nearest evacuation place significantly affected the 
time to evacuation. In this scenario, the north-east of the city, with many evacuees and a lesser number 
of evacuation place than other areas, traveling time to evacuation place is more than 1,000s. These areas 
have the highest vulnerable. (see figure 5.24) 
Figure 5. 24. Time to evacuation place in the combined obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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Moreover, when considering Accumulated path of evacuees, it shows significance the path that 
evacuee used for evacuation in total. The Accumulated path shows vulnerable of evacuation that 
occurred from the longest time of travel and location of congestion. In this scenario, the long distance 
in the outer rim of west part and a high congestion in the north-east, the accumulated routes are 
appearing. The highest vulnerable route is in the north-east of city which is the route to Lamchang 
temple’s east gate. (see figure 5.25) 
 
The evacuation place 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the combined obstruction scenario are as follow. 
Initially, for the first in and last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate in some temple. Average 
Figure 5. 25. Accumulated simulation snapshot in the combined obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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of first evacuees enter the evacuation place is 17.66s, the fastest is Puek Tame temple’s west gate at 
3.9s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate at 136.4s. Average of last evacuees enter the 
evacuation place is 439.26s. For the last evacuee entered the temple, the latest is Lamchang temple’s 
east gate at 2,638s, the earliest is Sri Kerd temple’s east gate at 26.1s. Only Dubphai temple’s north 
gate has no evacuee entered. The last in value show risk of evacuation viewing from temple’s gate and 
its congestion. Another important value is the total evacuees in place, it is a number of evacuees that 
chose to evacuate in the temple. The temples with the highest number are Muen Ngen Kong, Pha Khaw, 
and Lamchang, respectively where it contains more than 2,000 evacuees inside (light brown color in 
figure 5.26). Noticeably, in this scenario there is no temple that contains more than 2,500 persons, 
instead, evacuees seem to widely distribute through other evacuation places. 
Figure 5. 26. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in the combined obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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5.5. SCENARIO COMPARISON 
Overview 
Comparing of scenario shows significant results and able to measure the vulnerability from the 
lowest risk of no obstruction to the highest risk of combined obstruction scenarios. A total number of 
evacuees in these scenarios varies from 34,751 to 34,967 persons. Even though this simulation 
controlled by egress point evacuee release but the varying number of total evacuees occurred from 
congestion in front of some egression points. Every scenario found no person stuck in the models. The 
total evacuation time (maximum time usage) has ranged from 628.8s to 2,638.0s from the no obstruction 
to combined obstruction scenario, respectively. Minimum time evacuated to religious place is equal at 
3.9s. For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum distance is equal to 3.1 m, maximum distance 
has ranged from 609.6 to 790.7 m. The vulnerable occurred from total evacuation time usage more than 
its distance. Highly different in the total evacuation times indicate the risk in the obstruction scenarios.  
The Distance and time ratio could be arranged as follow; the highest is combined obstruction at 3.34. 
Second-high is vehicle obstruction scenario at 2.26. Noticeably, the building rubble obstruction’s ratio 
is at 1.36 which minor higher than no obstruction scenario at 0.89. Thus, even the distance of the 
building rubble obstruction is higher than the vehicle obstruction but flow and congestion of evacuee 
are lower than the vehicle obstruction, significantly. More detail of evacuation time and distance in 
scenarios are summarized as follow table (see, table 5.6). 
Table 5. 6 Comparison overview  
 No obstruction 
 
(n=34,967) 
Vehicle obstruction 
 
(n=34,751) 
Building rubble 
obstruction 
(n=34,961) 
Combined 
Obstruction 
(n=34,793) 
 Time 
(s) 
Distance(
m) 
Time 
(s) 
Distance 
(m) 
Time 
(s) 
Distance 
(m) 
Time 
(s) 
Distance 
(m) 
Min 3.9 3.1 3.9 3.1 3.9 3.1 3.9 3.1 
Max 682.8 609.6 1,404.3 619.6 1,073.1 785.2 2,638 790.7 
Average 112.4 165.6 261.2 176.2 183.5 176.2 343.4 127.4 
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All scenarios are reached its peak at 18s-19s. The curve of gradient slope starts to significantly 
decline after reaching the highest peak (19s). At this time-interval, 602 to 765 persons able to escape to 
temples. After the peak, the curve line starts to be noticed the differentiation. The building rubble 
obstruction is similar to the no obstruction and the vehicle and combined obstruction are shared a 
similarity. All scenarios’ curve starts to decline when 10,000 persons remaining and almost flatten when 
3,000 persons remaining. Significantly, the different is the time of traveling more obstruction affected 
the time usage of evacuation. Moreover, the vehicle obstruction shows more vulnerable than building 
obstruction which the vehicle obstruction almost similar curving slope as the combined obstruction. 
(see figure 5.27) 
 
The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 18s-19s, all streets inside the models was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.1 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 120-180s depend on obstruction, every evacuee could be 
noticed as traveling to the evacuation places, the congestion of traveling is, however, unable to notice. 
Figure 5. 27. Comparative Total remaining evacuee. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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In 200-400 seconds, when evacuees remain in the systems the congestion of evacuees started to display 
in same area such as the western part and the north-east part of the city. In the 450s-800s interval, the 
vulnerable of evacuation was defined, every scenario of obstruction indicated a similar location of risk 
which is the north-east part of the city. The comparative of simulation shows risk derive from temple’s 
gate congestion, thus risk is varied depend on obstruction that affected the evacuation time but 
vulnerable place is still the same location. (see figure 5.28) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 28. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the combined obstruction scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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Time to evacuation place and Accumulated route 
Time of travel to evacuation place could display the risk of evacuees that have difficulty to 
reach the evacuation place. For comparison, exact same time interval will be investigated, at the 20s, 
the simulation result shows risk emerged from a distance, congestion of evacuees. The distance and 
number of nearest evacuation place significantly affected the time to evacuation. In comparative result, 
all scenarios shared the same location, in the north-east of city and outer-rim of western part, with many 
evacuees and a lesser number of evacuation place than other areas, traveling time to evacuation place 
is more than 500s and more than 1,000s in combined obstruction scenario. These areas have the highest 
vulnerable. (see figure 5.29) 
Moreover, when considering Accumulated path of evacuees, it shows significance the path that 
evacuee used for evacuation in total. The Accumulated path shows vulnerable of evacuation that 
occurred from the longest time of travel and location of congestion. Comparison of obstruction 
Figure 5. 29. Time to evacuation place in comparison. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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scenarios, the long distance derived in the same location which is the high congestion in the north-east, 
the accumulated routes are appearing. The highest vulnerable route is in the north-east of the city which 
is the route to Lamchang temple’s east gate. The longest accumulated routes occurred significantly in 
these areas. More time that evacuees used, longer queueing situation happened. It suggested resolution 
or spatial-risk mitigation is needed in this particular area. (see figure 5.30) 
 
The evacuation place 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the obstruction scenarios in comparison are as 
follow. Initially, for the first in and last in of evacuee, they shared the vulnerability of gate in the same 
location. Lamchang temple became the most vulnerable of a gate in term of Last-in evacuees’ flow into 
the temple. The Lamchang’s east gate has created separately high flow rate in every scenario. The flow 
rate of this gate response to indicator display mentioned above. Certainly, this gate of Lamchang is the 
most vulnerable gate that exposes to the risk of congestion and danger when evacuation occurring. This 
Figure 5. 30. Accumulated simulation snapshot in comparison. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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comparison indicated that Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. Another important 
value is the total evacuees in place, it is several evacuees that chose to evacuate in the temple. Again, 
all scenario shared the same feature, the temples with the highest number are Muen Ngen Kong, Pha 
Khaw, and Lamchang where it contains more than 2,000 evacuees inside (dark brown color in figure 
5.31). From the result, it reveals these temples located nearby labyrinth and isolated urban network. In 
the simulation, evacuees have no choice to evacuate to alternative temples. Moreover, these temples 
have a small area to occupied the evacuees. Thus, to mitigate the risk and to comprise with surrounding 
egression from households. This priority from the capacity of temples and risk from congestion must 
be further discussed and resolved.  
Figure 5. 31. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in comparison. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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5.6. CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the vulnerable places and routes have been verified. The level of risk has been 
proved by a different scenario of obstruction. To prove the viable tool of angular analysis in term of 
evacuation planning. This various simulation confirmed the risk indicated by angular analysis of urban 
streets in previous chapters. Identical location of vulnerable has been revealed, the complexity deformed 
grid network could be exposed to the risk during evacuation occurred. The Agent-based simulation 
shows the major detail of the problem that needed further solutions. 
The reinvention of religious place, Buddhist temples, has highly potential and a possibility to 
act as evacuation place. Both angular coverage from-to temple’s gate result confirmed the viable 
reinvention of these spaces. Even the highest obstruction, combined with a vehicle on street and 
building rubble obstructions, the evacuation able to be finished with no persons stuck in the system. 
However, the risk of congestion and overcapacity derived, from the isolated of temples in 
labyrinth area which has been predicted by previous chapters using combination method between 
morphology study and syntax analysis. These risks are, likewise, abled to mitigate through specific 
strategy depend on its location and morphology. 
The agent-based simulation proves to be the viable tool to define the detail of risk during the 
evacuation occurred. Thus, the real situation might be more dangerous caused by other uncontrolled 
and additional factors, but these scenarios of simulation show the potential risk that could be mitigated 
in term of traveling to the reinvented evacuation place. It prioritized the evacuation place depend on its 
capacity and dedicated the needed of alternative evacuation route strategies. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RISK SOLUTION FOR EVACUATION PLANNING STRATEGY 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The solutions for risk mitigation in evacuation planning is crucial information for management 
strategies. In this chapter, the evacuation planning scenario will indicate the location for solutions. 
These solutions determined by its morphology of risk and the situation of evacuation had been 
constructed using simulation as same as it produced in chapter 5. To dedicated the importance and 
quality of the solution, a separate solution has been conducted. 
Plan and strategy in evacuation are one of the fundamental action to mitigate the disaster risk. 
In earthquake scenario, panic evacuees are one of the threats themselves. (D'Orazio, Quagliarini, & 
Bernardini, 2014) (Helbing, Farkas, & Vicsek, 2000). The amount of time in the evacuation has been 
established and act as determined the benchmark, thus the time when evacuees egress from buildings 
to arrive at the evacuation places in the various situation of obstruction. The congestion of evacuee has 
been revealed in the previous chapter and reaffirm the vulnerability when combined with obstacles, it 
shows the high vulnerability of congestion and overcapacity in streets and reinvented evacuation places. 
The critical area of congestion and overcapacity led to consideration of the solution of 
evacuation scenarios. Special attention must be given to the risk of the route to shelters (Helbing & 
Johansson, 2010), however, secondary choice of route should be investigated according to building 
collapsed to allow evacuees to travel by foot to the evacuation places (Mishima, Miyamoto, Taguchi, 
& Kitakawa, 2014). Another consideration is the overcapacity of evacuation place, even the reinvented 
evacuation place in this study able to withstand as temporary shelters during or post-disaster occurred. 
Nevertheless, the emergency place is also needed to be identified in the critical area to mitigated the 
evacuation risk (Kuroiwa, 2004) (IPCC, 2012). 
6.2. SIMULATION OF SOLUTION PARAMETER 
6.2.1. Flow rate of egress; Origin and Destination 
The primary objective of this analysis is to simulate the solution strategy when determined 
religious places as main evacuation place. As same as the obstruction scenario simulation, the egress 
point which is the connection between building entrance and the street has been determined as evacuee 
origin. The religious places are determined as a destination of the evacuee. 
For During disaster and/or Post-disaster situations, the worst-case scenario should be 
investigated.  Thus, the combined of obstruction such a vehicle and building rubble scenarios should be 
applied to obtain the best responsive to the worst-case scenario. The egression time is using the previous 
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data of evacuees exit the building. The step egression flow rate is calculated considering consecutively 
egress to the outside of the building. 
 
6.2.2. Obstruction in street 
The major obstruction as evaluated in the previous chapter considering an unmovable feature 
that possible to create a street blockage. Thus, street blockage could be obstructed by vehicles, building 
rubble. This combined obstruction produced the highest risk to evacuation and the main cause of 
congestion in the urban streets. 
 
6.3. ANALYSIS METHOD 
Applications in this method consist of GIS and Pathfinder. GIS(QGIS) has been used to collect 
the raw material and analyze the input factor such as urban street, egress point, the obstructions. 
Pathfinder, the evacuation application develop by Thunderhead engineering, has been used to simulate 
the evacuation depend on obstruction scenarios. Profiles of evacuees in the application still used the 
same rate as determined in chapter 5. The behavior of evacuee profile has shoulder width as 45.6 cm 
and height 165 cm using cylinder shape. The speed of egress and travel set as constant 1.2 m/s. However, 
depending on congestion of the evacuees, constant speed is the max velocity of traveling. 
The destination of evacuee has been set as random which mean each evacuee able to choose 
any destination independently. Movement of simulation uses ‘Steering’ mode, evacuee uses a steering 
system or turning to move and interact with the others. For example, if evacuee is traveling with the 
other, it will cluster into group of evacuees calculated by application algorithm. Selection of this mode 
has reason to emulate human’s behavior and natural movement as much as possible. However, an 
individual evacuee is calculated in this algorithm, the social aspect such as family grouping relation is 
excluded in this method. 
Main factors in this method are to define the resolve to the vulnerable problem derived in the 
combined obstruction simulation. The result from the combined obstruction simulation will be used as 
threshold default value to evaluate the efficient of the solution. Each solution will be displayed and 
compared to mentioned combined scenario. Comparison focus on simulations and statistic results are 
as follow; 
1) Overview  
The summarized of evacuation time and travel distance in each solution scenario. This 
summarized data focus on overview vulnerable depend on total time of evacuation and 
distance from egress point to temple gate. 
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2) The Simulation 
It is the individual evacuee time to travel to evacuation place. This evaluation feature 
represents in simulation results. The simulation result used heat map, in 10 meters’ radius 
of evacuees to display the vulnerable location since begin to finish. Discussion of result 
focuses on efficiency that resolved the congestion of evacuees. 
3) The evacuation place 
This statistic map has been produced to represent the capability in each evacuation gate(s) 
and place (Temple) which is the destination of every evacuee agents. Moreover, each 
evacuation place has been determined the different number and location of gate(s), this gate 
to evacuation also be discussed in term of distribution from overcapacity evacuation place 
countermeasure. 
Finally, the results will be compared and discussed in term of disaster mitigation to provided 
efficiency solutions in term of its obstruction. Method of compare is to find proper method in critical 
Figure 6. 1. Method of analysis in solution simulation. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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areas which used similar analytic method applied in this study such as Angular Segment analysis and 
Hierarchy cluster analysis of routes. 
6.4. SOLUTION SCENARIO RESULT 
6.4.1. Alternative route scenario 
In this scenario, the obstruction is combined between vehicle and building rubble to create the 
vulnerability from the highest risk of street blockage. The solution using the alternative route in the 
vulnerable area revealed by HCA and Egress point kernel analysis. These routes were considered the 
Figure 6. 2. Proposed alternative route. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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linkage in narrow and lengthy streets and building rubble radius. The result of these considerations 
shows in figure 6.2. 
Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,771 persons. This scenario, it found no person stuck in 
the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time usage) is 1,758.8 seconds (29 minutes 19 seconds). 
Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 3.9s. For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum 
distance is 3.1 m, the maximum distance is 640.5 m. This scenario reduces the evacuation time from 44 
minutes in combined obstruction to 29 minutes. Distance and time ratio is 2.74 which shows 
significantly better evacuation efficiency (from 3.34 in no solution scenario). More detail of evacuation 
time and distance are summarized in the following table (see, table 6.1). 
 
Table 6. 1. Summarize of the ‘Alternative route solution’ scenario. (n=34,771 persons) 
 
 Time (minute) 
Without solution 
Time (minute) 
With solution 
Distance (m) 
without solution 
Distance (m) 
with solution 
Minimum 0m 4s 0m 4s 3.1 3.1 
Maximum 43m 58s 29m 19s 790.7 640.5 
Average 5m 7s 4m 34s 191.7 185.1 
Standard 
Deviation 
5m 44s 3m 54s 127.4 118.1 
Figure 5. 1. Total remaining evacuee in the combined obstruction. 
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Figure 6. 3. Alternative route efficiency result. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 34,164 persons. At 
this period, 677 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 337s, almost every evacuee able to 
escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 10,000 persons. The curve of gradient slope 
starts to significantly decline after reaching the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its decline 
since 340-470s and almost flatten the curve at 700s. (see figure 6.3) 
The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 19.3 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.3 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 110 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling to 
the evacuation places, some of them using the alternative route. In 350-400 seconds, the congestion of 
evacuees started to display in some area especially queueing before access some gates. Additionally, 
alternative route showed efficiency in term of faster-transferring evacuee to evacuation places. In 740s 
Figure 6. 4. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the alternative route solution simulation.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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interval, almost every evacuee was escaped, nevertheless, the congestion still occurred in the north-east 
(Lamchang temple’s east gate) and the southwest (Muen Ngen Kong temple’s east gate) of the model. 
(See figure 6.4) 
 
The evacuation place 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the alternative route solution scenario are as follow. 
Initially, for the last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate is lower, no gate has the last-in 
evacuee in 2,000 seconds’ interval. Average of first evacuees enter the evacuation place is 17.76s, the  
Figure 6. 5. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in alternative route solution scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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fastest is Puek Tame temple’s west gate at 3.9s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate at 
137.4s. Average of last evacuees enter the evacuation place is 422.83s. For the last evacuee entered the 
temple, the latest is Lamchang temple’s east gate at 1,758.8s, the earliest is Sri Kerd temple’s east gate 
at 26.s. Only Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. The solution of alternative route 
decreases the overall travel time to the evacuation place. Another important value is the total evacuees 
in place, it is a number of evacuees that chose to evacuate in the temple. The temples with the highest 
number are Muen Ngen Kong, Pha Khaw, and Lamchang, respectively where it contains more than 
2,000 evacuees inside (light brown color in figure 6.5). Noticeably, in this solution, the travel time is 
decreased significantly but in term of evacuee distribution in the evacuation place is not decrease as 
expect, however, there is no temple that contains more than 2,500 persons. 
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6.4.2. Emergency place scenario 
Overview 
In this scenario, the obstruction is combined between vehicle and building rubble to create the 
vulnerability from the highest risk of street blockage. The solution using an emergency place to mitigate 
the vulnerable area from overcapacity and long angular distance from temple’s gate revealed by ASA 
coverage and Egress point kernel analysis. These areas were considered the vacant space such as public 
parking lots and an unreachable area from ASA analysis result in chapter 4. The result of these 
considerations shows in figure 6.6. 
Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,771 persons. This scenario, it found no person stuck in 
the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time usage) is 1,331.6 seconds (22 minutes 12 seconds). 
Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 2.7s. For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum 
distance is 1.4 m, the maximum distance is 637.1 m. This scenario reduces the evacuation time from 44 
minutes in combined obstruction to 22 minutes. Distance and time ratio is 2.09 which shows 
Figure 6. 6. Proposed emergency place. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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significantly better evacuation efficiency (from 3.34 in the worst-case obstruction scenario). More detail 
of evacuation time and distance are summarized as follow table (see, table 6.2). 
 
Table 6. 2. Summarize of the ‘Emergency place solution’ scenario. (n=34,771 persons) 
 
The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 30,590 persons. At 
this period, 868 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 275s, almost every evacuee able to 
escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 10,000 persons. The curve of gradient slope 
starts to significantly decline after reaching the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its decline 
since 325-410s and almost flatten the curve at 600s. (see figure 6.7) 
 
 Time (minute) 
Without solution 
Time (minute) 
With solution 
Distance (m) 
without solution 
Distance (m) 
with solution 
Minimum 0m 3s 0m 3s 3.1 1.4 
Maximum 43m 58s 22m 12s 790.7 637.1 
Average 5m 7s 3m 50s 191.7 161.2 
Standard 
Deviation 
5m 44s 3m 09s 127.4 108.9 
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The Simulation 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 18.8 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.3 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 82 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling to 
the evacuation places, some of them travel to the emergency place. In 250-350 seconds, the congestion 
of evacuees started to display in some area. In the north-east vulnerable area, congestion is significantly 
decreased compared to other areas. Additionally, emergency place showed efficiency in term of 
distribution from overcapacity in temples, for example, in Lamchang temple. In the 650s interval, 
almost every evacuee was escaped, nevertheless, the congestion still occurred in some areas but not the 
same vulnerable areas indicated in chapter5. (See figure 6.8) 
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Figure 6. 7. Emergency place efficiency result. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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The evacuation places 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the alternative route solution scenario are as follow. 
Initially, for the last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate is lower, no gate has the last-in 
evacuee in 2,000 seconds’ interval. Average of first evacuees enter the evacuation place is 15.8s, the 
fastest is Burapa hotel gate at 2.7s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate at 137.4s. Average 
of last evacuees enter the evacuation place is 351.46s. For the last evacuee entered the temple, the latest 
is Paprawnai temple’s east gate at 1,331.6s, the earliest is Sri Kerd temple’s east gate at 9s. Only 
Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. The solution of emergency place decrease the 
Figure 6. 8. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the emergency place solution simulation.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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overall travel time to the evacuation place. Another important value is the total evacuees in place, it is 
a number of evacuees that chose to evacuate in the temple and emergency place. The place with the 
highest number of evacuees is Paprawnai temple. In this solution, no place has a number of evacuees 
higher than 1,500 persons. Noticeably, in this solution, the number evacuees distribute throughout entire 
reinvented religious place evenly.  
 
Figure 6. 9. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in emergency solution scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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6.4.3. Combined Solution scenario 
In this scenario, the obstruction is combined between vehicle and building rubble to create the 
vulnerability from the highest risk of street blockage. The solution using combined solution (Alternative 
route and emergency place) to mitigate the vulnerable area from congestion and overcapacity. This 
simulation will be evaluated in term of the efficiency of all solutions. Location of the solution, both 
alternative route and emergency place proposed shows in figure 6.10. 
Total evacuees in this scenario are 34,768 persons. This scenario, it found no person stuck in 
the model. The total evacuation time (maximum time usage) is 970 seconds (16 minutes 10 seconds). 
Minimum time evacuated to religious place is 2.8s. For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum 
distance is 2.7 m, the maximum distance is 549.1 m. This scenario reduces the evacuation time from 44 
minutes in combined obstruction to 16 minutes. Distance and time ratio is 1.76 which shows 
Figure 6. 10. Proposed combined solution. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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significantly better evacuation efficiency (from 3.34 in the worst-case obstruction scenario). More detail 
of evacuation time and distance are summarized in the following table (see, table 6.3). 
 
Table 6. 3. Summarize of the ‘Combined solution’ scenario. (n=34,768 persons) 
 
The evacuees reach its peak at 19s. when total persons left in the system are 33,890 persons. At 
this period, 878 persons able to escape to temples. Approximately 265s, almost every evacuee able to 
escape to temples when total persons left in the system are 10,000 persons. The curve of gradient slope 
starts to significantly decline after reaching the highest peak (19s). Curve started to decrease its decline 
since 300-380s and almost flatten the curve at 525s. (see figure 6.11) 
The Simulation 
 Time (minute) 
Without solution 
Time (minute) 
With solution 
Distance (m) 
without solution 
Distance (m) 
with solution 
Minimum 0m 3s 0m 3s 3.1 1.4 
Maximum 43m 58s 16m 10s 790.7 549.1 
Average 5m 7s 3m 28s 191.7 152.3 
Standard 
Deviation 
5m 44s 2m 40s 127.4 99.5 
Figure 6. 11. Combined solution efficiency result. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 18.8 seconds, all streets inside the model was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.0 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 67.5 seconds, every evacuee could be noticed as traveling to 
the evacuation places, some of them travel to the emergency place. In 225-320 seconds, in the north-
east vulnerable area, congestion is significantly decreased. Additionally, combined solution showed 
efficiency in term of travel time decrease and distribution from overcapacity in temples, for example, 
in Lamchang temple is significantly decrease. In the 640s interval, almost every evacuee was escaped, 
nevertheless, a few congestions still occurred in some areas but not the same vulnerable areas indicated 
in chapter5. (See figure 6.12) 
The evacuation places 
Figure 6. 12. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the combined solution simulation.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the alternative route solution scenario are as follow. 
Initially, for the last in of evacuee, it shows the vulnerability of gate is lower, no gate has the last-in 
evacuee in 970 seconds’ interval. Average of first evacuees enter the evacuation place is 15.6s, the 
fastest is Suanbuak vacant space gate at 3.7s, the slowest is Saimoonman temple’s north gate at 136.3s. 
Average of last evacuees enter the evacuation place is 323s. For the last evacuee entered the temple, the 
latest is Paprawnai temple’s east gate at 970s, the earliest is Sri Kerd temple’s east gate at 26.5s. Only 
Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. The combined solution decrease the overall travel 
time to the evacuation place. Another important value is the total evacuees in place, it is a number of 
evacuees that chose to evacuate in the temple and emergency place. The place with the highest number 
Figure 6. 13. Last-in and total evacuees in temple in combined solution scenario.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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of evacuees is Muen Ngen kong temple. In this solution, no place has a number of evacuees higher than 
1,500 persons. Noticeably, in this solution, the number evacuees distribute throughout entire reinvented 
religious place evenly.  
6.5. SCENARIO COMPARISON 
6.5.1. Overview 
Comparing of scenario shows significant results and able to measure the efficiency of solution 
that mitigates the highest risk of combined obstruction scenarios. The total number of evacuees in these 
scenarios varies from 34,768 to 34,771 persons. Even though this simulation controlled by egress point 
evacuee release but the varying number of total evacuees occurred from congestion in front of some 
egression points. Every solution found no person stuck in the models. The total evacuation time 
(maximum time usage) has ranged from 970s, 1,331.6 and 1758.8s from the combined solution, 
emergency place, and alternative route solution scenario, respectively. Minimum time evacuated to 
religious place is vary from 2.7 to 3.9s. For travel distances of all evacuees, the minimum distance is 
equal at 1.4 m shorter than the worst-case of obstruction at 3.1m, maximum distance has ranged from 
640.5 to 549.1 m shorter than the worst-case of obstruction at 790.7m. The significant decrease in the 
total evacuation times indicated efficiency mitigation the risk in the combined obstruction. The Distance 
and time ratio could be arranged as follow; from the highest of worst-case obstruction at 3.34. reduced 
to 2.74, 2.09 and 1.76 in alternative route, emergency place, and combined solution, respectively. Thus, 
the solutions reduce the risk in term of evacuation time from the longest time from 2,638s to 970s and 
almost decrease to typical condition of obstruction at 682.8s (The no obstruction simulation in chapter5). 
More detail of evacuation time and distance in solution scenarios are summarized and compared as 
follow table (see, table 6.4). 
 
 
 
Table 6. 4. The solution Comparison overview  
 No obstruction 
 
(n=34,967) 
Alternative route 
solution 
(n=34,771) 
Emergency place 
solution 
(n=34,771) 
Combined  
solution 
(n=34,768) 
Combined 
Obstruction 
(n=34,793) 
 Time 
(s) 
Dist 
(m) 
Time 
(s) 
Dist 
(m) 
Time 
(s) 
Dist 
(m) 
Time 
(s) 
Dist 
(m) 
Time 
(s) 
Dist 
(m) 
Min 3.9 3.1 3.9 1.4 3.7 1.4 3.7 1.4 3.9 3.1 
Max 682.8 609.6 1,758.8 640.5 1,331.6 637.1 970 549.1 2,638 790.7 
X̄ 112.4 165.6 274.4 185.1 229.9 161.2 208.7 152.3 343.4 127.4 
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All scenarios are reached its peak at 18s-19s. The curve of gradient slope starts to significantly 
decline after reaching the highest peak (19s). At this time-interval, 602 to 765 persons able to escape to 
temples. After the peak, the curve line starts to be noticed the differentiation between solutions. The 
alternative route solutions are similar to the without the solution (Combined obstruction) and the 
emergency place and combined solution have shared a similarity. All scenarios’ curve start to decline 
when 10,000 persons remaining and almost flatten when 3,000 persons remaining. Significantly, the 
different is the time of traveling, the emergency place shows more efficiency than the alternative route 
solution which almost shared the same curve as the best of combined solution. (see figure 6.14)  
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Figure 6. 14. Remaining evacuee in solutions simulation comparison. (Source: Author, 2017) 
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6.5.2. The Simulation comparison 
From instantaneous evacuee snapshot, at 18s-19s, all streets inside the models was used. 
Egression from buildings from 0-20 seconds has contained no congestion, in 19.1 seconds, every 
evacuee abled to egress from buildings. In 65-110s depend on the solution, every evacuee could be 
noticed as traveling to the evacuation places, the congestion of traveling is, however, unable to notice. 
In 250-400 seconds, when evacuees remain in the systems the congestion of evacuees started to display 
in same area but the different areas of vulnerability in the ‘without solution simulation’. In the 400s-
750s interval, every scenario of the solution indicated the resolved of congestions. The comparative of 
simulation shows risk reduces from temple’s gate congestion, thus solution is varied depend on solution 
objective that significantly affected the evacuation time. (see figure 6.15) 
Figure 6. 15. Instantaneous usage snapshot in the comparison of simulation.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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6.5.3. The evacuation places 
Evacuation place capacity and gate flow of the solution scenarios in comparison are as follow. 
Initially, for the first in and last in of evacuee, they resolved the vulnerability of gate in various location. 
Lamchang temple was the most vulnerable of gate in term of Last-in evacuees’ flow into the temple. 
Every solution solved the congestion in the streets and in front of temples’ gate. This comparison 
indicated that Dubphai temple’s north gate has no evacuee entered. Another important value is the total 
evacuees in place, to mitigate the overcapacity problems. Again, all solution scenario has a various 
distribution of evacuees, thus the evacuation places with the highest number are various. However, no 
evacuation place and emergency places contain more than 2,000 evacuees inside (Dark brown color 
lower right corner in figure 6.16). From the result, it reveals these temples located nearby labyrinth and 
Figure 6. 16. Last-in and total evacuees of solution simulation in comparison.  
(Source: Author, 2017) 
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isolated in deformed grid network could be resolved by adding the emergency place. In the simulation, 
evacuees have more choice to evacuate to alternative route and emergency place. Moreover, these 
temples have small area to occupied the evacuees.  
6.6. CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the solution of vulnerable areas simulated. The highest level of obstruction 
tested and resolved using different solutions. Part of the solution, it used angular analysis to evaluate 
the alternative routes that solve the overcapacity problem. The Hierarchy Cluster analysis of urban street 
supported the evaluation of the proper location of alternative routes. Still, the religious place proves to 
be enabled to reinvent as evacuation place. In the case of the worst-case scenario solution, alternative 
routes and emergency place are necessary to improve this reinvention has the best efficiency of the 
religious place. In alternative route solution result, it significantly decreases the travel time of evacuee 
to 1,758.8s which decrease 829.2s from without solution simulation. In the emergency place solution 
result, it significantly distributes the total evacuees in vulnerable religious place that affect the 
evacuation time to 1,331.6s which decreases 1,306.4s from without solution simulation. These solutions 
are proven to be efficient considering the travel time using alternative route and distribution of evacuees 
using emergency place. The combination of solution able to decreases the evacuation time to 970s 
which decrease 1668s from the without solution simulation. These solutions achieve the objective to 
resolve the congestion and overcapacity problem of reinvented religious places. 
The solutions and reinvented religious places abled to retrieve the evacuees in this historic area. 
Even If the historic city has the deformed grid network where the access through this area may find 
difficulty from lost in orientation but the cultural related religious place shows potential to reinvent as 
evacuation place. The highest risk of congestion and overcapacity in the combined obstruction has been 
resolved. These combination tools and method could apply to cope the risk and mitigating the 
vulnerability derived in a man-made environment. Specific strategies have been created and tested to 
precipitate and support the reinvention of religious place in dedicated detail that pinpoint both 
objectivities of congestion and overcapacity problems. 
The agent-based simulation proves to be a viable tool to reveal the efficient of the solution in 
term of risk reduction during the evacuation occurring. The solution, thus, in this chapter is the 
continuity and response to the previous chapter which the problem derived. This chapter, the simulation 
proved the solution support by identical tools that revealed the problems. Result shows the significance 
of solutions and the efficient of each scenario. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
7.1. CONCLUSION 
7.1.1. Summary 
In this dissertation, the potential of reinvention cultural-related space in term of disaster the risk 
from lost in orientation of labyrinth deformed grid network in the historic town. This analytic method 
when combined with GIS tools prove to be a viable method to produced evacuation route planning and 
finally created the resolution to evaluate evacuation routes to socio-cultural place. The study outreaches 
the missing link between urban morphology in the historic town with deformed grid, earthquake 
evacuation planning, and spatial behavior using the religious place. It shows the linkage in spatial 
behavior reflects in layers of historic morphological space able to support the earthquake evacuation 
route planning. However, to implement this output and outcome of the study, the limitation and further 
study need to be discussed. Imperative information and further integrated data may need to reach the 
highest efficient of risk mitigation in term of evacuation route planning in the historic town with 
deformed grid. In this dissertation, the significant 3 categories of research finding are as follows; 
 
A deformed grid pattern city morphology 
The urban axis or the urban core in deformed grid pattern city has been identified using space 
syntax analysis. From GIS data overlay, it found the historic and cultural-related in these urban axes. 
The concept of cities also displays through the location of religious places such as important temples 
represent as a spiritual and community center and/or transformed spaces response to this urban axis. 
A deformed grid pattern of Chiang Mai has been investigated and evaluated in term of its 
morphology and operation of spaces. Identical urban axis is co-existing with religious places. Hierarchy 
of 35 religious places also response to urban morphology as displayed in its syntactic properties. 
Socio-cultural related activities express in the religious place of Buddhism historic town of 
Chiang Mai. Angular Segment Analysis(ASA) revealed this relation. The most important religious 
places (Chedi Luang and PhraSingha temple) have the highest angular length. Moreover, the ASA 
evaluated the coverage of religious places distributes throughout the historic town. 
 
Historic towns’ Evacuation planning 
Due to the pattern of settlement in historic towns, the risk during evacuation derived. In the 
historic town with deformed grid pattern, resident settle in labyrinth cluster area. Moreover, the 
deformed grid towns have many narrow routes and complicated orientation network inside. The access 
from-to of these towns also created the risk of accessibility in term of evacuation planning. 
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    Hierarchy cluster analysis (HCA) of deformed grid network of Chiang Mai historic town 
classified the risk from the syntactic and topographic factor of streets. Consist of Primary; Similar to 
the urban axis, Secondary; the main street structure, Sub-street; semi-highest risk of a street, and 
Priorities street; the highest concern in risk of the street. 
    In ASA of religious place, it almost fully covers urban street. Nevertheless, some streets are 
under the coverage of angular length of religious places. These beyond the reach of ASA shows the 
vulnerable area of streets. This outreach also consists of HCA street in the sub-street and priorities street 
category. 
    The reinvention of religious place has been tested using the worst-case scenario of 
obstruction. Even the risk could be found in the obstruction scenarios but the evacuation simulation 
results are still coped with risk in term of evacuees stuck in the system. The longest evacuation time is 
43 minutes and 58 seconds. In the results, the problems occurred which are the congestion of street in 
the north-east part of Chiang Mai, and overcapacity of some religious places consist of Muen Ngen 
Kong, Pha Khaw, and Lamchang temple. 
The solution of vulnerability that arises from the combined obstruction has been produced and 
simulated. The congestion of evacuees and overcapacity of evacuation place could resolve by an 
alternative route and additional emergency place, respectively. These solutions in evacuation planning 
prove to be efficient when consort and response with HCA and ASA. 
 
 Spatial behavior and configuration 
The concept of city shape and urban identity of historic towns in northern part of Thailand 
revealed. A shared pattern of settlements in seclude and labyrinth deformed grid network of the street 
has been found. In recent day, residential still settled in this pattern, the risk of disaster from natural 
hazard derives from this settlement pattern in historic towns. 
    A large number of residents settle in the sub-streets and the Priority streets. The seclude and 
privacy of residential area may be one of the reasons to settle in these areas. Egress point, the connection 
between street and entrance of resident’s properties, have been evaluated using kernel density analysis. 
It confirms the cluster of settlements in these areas. 
Statistic result shows a distinctive relationship of ASA and socio-spatial data which are egress 
point and connection to the urban axis. This statistic significant emphasizes the relation of religious 
place centralize and residential area. The rational existence of residents expresses through closeness of 
religious place where cultural activities still active. The result of the relation between the Angular length 
of temples and egress point that represent resident location has related in highly level (R2=0.92). Thus, 
the potential of reinvention derived in particular cultural-related reason to cope with vulnerability in the 
historic town with deformed grid. 
The simulation, again, reaffirms potential of reinvention these religious places into evacuation 
area. Evacuee, determined by egress point, able to travel to reinvented religious places without stuck in 
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the system. Solution demonstrated by agent-based simulation shows strategies which response to the 
settlement of residents. Egression kernel density is viable to supportive data in revealing the vulnerable. 
The solution that response to this pattern of spatial behavior is highly efficient in term of evacuation 
planning. 
 
 The Socio-cultural places as evacuation place 
 As mentioned above, the temples in the historic town of Chiang Mai has proven to be 
evacuation place when a disaster occurred. The total number of 35 temples able to retrieve all evacuees. 
If no obstruction on the street these temples proved to retrieved within 11 minutes 22 seconds but if the 
combined obstruction occurred these reinvented spaces could cope within 43 minutes 58 seconds. In 
any cases, if the obstruction resolved by adding the emergency place and alternative route, the evacuate 
time reduce to 15 minutes 53 seconds. The results have proven that these religious places are valid 
enough to be evacuation place in a deformed grid network. However, in the temples, most of religious 
buildings are vulnerable to disaster hazard. Further delicate studies and recommendation to strengthen 
structure while maintain its historical is highly needed to be investigated. 
 
7.1.2. Contribution 
In this dissertation, the existing technic of space syntax has been extended, the new condition 
of applicability of this technic is proven to be useful to predict the risk that accumulated in 
morphological of a deformed grid network. The technic of ASA and GIS overlay able to discover the 
cultural-related space that superimposed in the spatial-socio layers. The result, afterward, reaffirms and 
categorized with the Statistic method called HCA mapping to validated and located the delicate risk in 
the deformed grid network. Then the simulation performed to reaffirm the viable of reinvention 
religious place, and resolve some vulnerable using same syntactic factors. Finally, evacuation planning 
has been created and tested using travel time in various scenario of simulation. An evacuation 
methodology could be generalized in different urban network typology or any deformed grid pattern 
network. 
 
7.1.3. Limitation 
Some of the limitation derived and noted in this study. The size of sample area limit to the 
boundary of the site study (Chiang Mai historic town). Although the periphery or the buffer area of 
historic town influence the study area but according to it a significant shape of boundary and generality 
in accessibility of a deformed grid network, this study limits the sample area only in this boundary. 
Lack of recent data required this study is major limit the scope of the evacuation planning. Lack 
of population data in the site of a study was major obstacle to create the actual situation of risk in term 
of an evacuation planning. This data unable to apprehended due to the unreliable resources and dynamic 
situation of settlement such as tourists, temporary visitors, working time, etc. 
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Mostly, in this study, data still depended on 2 dimensions’ spatial analysis. In the actual 
situation, 3 dimensions’ topography should be included in the analysis to resemble actual condition of 
the spatial realm. This 3 dimensions’ data concerned with simulation due to the limitation of computer 
ability. Especially the buildings information, egression point in this study could evolve to expand the 
delicate situation of evacuation ‘During’ egression inside the building. 
7.2. RECOMMENDATION 
7.2.1. For researcher 
Given the nature of the doctoral research limitation, a series of longitudinal of studies, 
integration with dynamic up-to-date data such a population and dwelling in the area, would reveal the 
dynamic trend and potential risk in the accurate and current situation according to this evacuation 
methodology. 
While the settlement in the current situation in global perspective. The adaptive of this method 
may apply to reveal the complicated and deformed grid network in the limited boundary through its 
morphology. However, it may be more advantageous to reveal the cultural-related spatial configuration 
in the different function to simplify the evacuation planning challenge. 
 
7.2.2. For methodology 
When focusing on space syntax, the various tool was derived, the combination of other tools 
and technic such as the ‘place-syntax’ and/or ‘Axwomen’ developed tool to reveal syntactic and 
topographic properties simultaneously have potential to included and used in the same methodology as 
this study. 
Egression point may not yet, be accuracy to the real situation or different context of the urban 
expression. However, any type of connection between street and exit from a building or occupied space 
could replace the egression point. 
 
7.2.3. For practitioner 
Applications in this method consist of GIS and Pathfinder. GIS(QGIS) has been used to collect 
the raw material and analyze the input factor such as urban street, egress point, the obstructions. QGIS 
is developing independently by a group of non-commercial, academic which has no limitation to use in 
term of the license. In any cases, this tool permits the local government or organizer with the deficient 
resource to implement this model and findings in this study. However, the main data used in this 
research is based on ArcGIS's shapefile format for easily usage and multi programs coordination. 
The risks in evacuation predicted and reveal the vulnerable areas where it needs to be focused. 
Especially in the north-east part of the area the congestion and overcapacity revealed. Even the 
possibility and potential of religious place created in chapter4 but Lamchang, Phakhaw and Muen Ngen 
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Kong temple could encounter the overcapacity from the high density of surrounding residential areas 
as simulation showed in chapter5. 
The obstruction in a real circumstance such as vehicle left on the street and building rumbled 
tested. Based on the research, the vehicle obstruction scenario had the highest travel time of evacuees, 
according to the simulation this risk could mitigate through some regulation especially in vulnerable 
areas where the congestion was found. In addition, this dissertation suggested the solution in case of 
spatial configuration, the alternative route combined with designated emergency place from vacant 
space, was crucial for an evacuation plan. 
The hierarchy of religious place evaluated in this thesis shows the potential of risk management 
to provide the disaster mitigation through the preparation of these religious places according to it 
hierarchy and risk factors. For example, the highest angular length of Phra Singha and Chedi Luang 
temples could indicate these temple into the center of command or supplement distribution center due 
to its closeness to the urban axis and reachable to the other areas. 
7.3. FURTHER STUDY 
The dissertation has been undertaken for this thesis has highlighted several topics on which 
further research would be beneficial to academic and practical findings. 
 
7.3.1. Lifeline and facility preparedness 
In this research, the lifeline and facilities place for evacuation planning has been evaluated. The 
religious place – Buddhist temples- could supplement the needed of evacuation place in a deformed 
grid network of Chiang Mai city. However, even the evacuees or resident in panic has been tested 
through the agent-based simulation and profoundly predicted by ASA but rescuers in post-disaster have 
not yet, been tested or evaluated during chaos situation. Furthermore, the readiness of religious place 
to be the evacuation facility also should be evaluated to complete the cycle of risk reduction. 
 
7.3.2. People with disability 
Another consideration for qualitative agent-based simulation is to add people with disability 
into the simulation. The obstruction scenario showed longer travel time through various obstacles, 
people with disability must be concerned in further study to fully mitigate the risk and more 
appropriated counter-measure evacuation planning. These crucial factors could be retrieved from 
thorough and continuity dynamic survey. In further research, this qualitative data could interpret and 
reveal accuracy in the pattern of risk. 
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7.3.3. Integration channel in the ‘Big data’ paradigm 
The result and methodology in this research provided the opportunity to create the channel 
between urban data and disaster risk preliminary prediction. The integrate channel is required apart 
from the powerful computing machine and archive and constant input of urban dataset, information was 
scattered across different agencies, organizations, institutions and to complicated the problematic in 
further, some agencies reluctant to share crucial data. To create efficiency response, permanent and 
consistent ‘metadata center’ is needed to be set up. Metadata center required the sophisticated system 
with integrating channel to predict the risk and vulnerable area. Then transfer and translate the data 
suitable for various stakeholder/residents. Such a technology, exquisite studies, data curative, mapping 
media, are highly needed in nearly future to co-exist within urban morphology in term of natural hazard 
mitigation. 
 
7.3.4. Vulnerability Community Participation 
Once the risk assessment is addressed in various extended perspective, the adaptation of risk-
based approach requires the participation of communities. Pilot community engagement and evacuation 
planning process with the community is a must. Flexible pathways of the solution, based on risk 
mitigation, must be discussed and resolved with the community. This paradigm needed to be withheld 
in partnership with community-based workshop/action research/pilot project in specific Action 
Planning and/or Participatory Action Research(PAR). The useful discussion is a key issue and follow-
up to integrated these findings into evacuation planning for adaptation of community and interagency 
coordination. 
 a 
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APPENDIX A: FIELD SURVEY FORM 
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Survey form 
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Survey map and zone 
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APPENDIX B: APPLICATION AND SIMULATION LOGBOOK 
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Application list 
For GIS software; 
Name: QGIS 2.14 Essen 
Homepage: http://www.qgis.org/en/site/ 
Operation: MacOSX. 
Programing Language: C++  
License: GNU GPL. 
 
Name: ArcGIS 10.4 
Homepage: http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis 
Operation: WINDOW 10. 
Programing Language: C++  
License: Proprietary Commercial Software. 
 
For Space syntax software; 
Name: DepthmapX 0.50 
Homepage: http://www.spacesyntax.net/software/ 
Operation: MacOSX 
Programing Language: C++  
License: GNU GPL. 
 
For Agent-based simulation; 
Name: Pathfinder 2017.2 
Homepage: http://www.thunderheadeng.com/pathfinder/ 
Operation: WINDOW 10. 
Programing Language: JAVA  
License: Proprietary Commercial Software under EDU (Education license). 
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Simulation Logbook 
Identical parameter; 
Application: Pathfinder ver. 2017.1.0116 
Empirical case: Chiang Mai historic area 
Agent behavior: Steering1 
Number of Exit (Temple gates): 3,953 doors 
Evacuee egress flow rate from building: NFPA2 Step egress 0.3-0.6 person/second 
Simulation 
Scenario 
Initialed 
Date 
Obtained 
Date 
Occupant 
(Evacuees) 
Sim. 
Time (s) 
Computed 
Time (s) 
Remark 
Obstruction       
No 
obstruction 
2017/02/17 2017/02/18 34,967 632.8 4,968.1   
Vehicle 2017/03/15 2017/03/17 34,751 1,404.3 9,338.4 Complication 
derived from 
complex model of 
vehicles which have 
to make a void in 
model instead of 
actual car 
Building 
rubble 
2017/03/20 2017/03/22 34,961 1,073.1 5,560.1  
Combined 2017/03/21 2017/03/24 34,793 2,638.0 17,922.6 Complication 
derived from the 
combination 
between 
obstructions caused 
CPU delayed 
Solution       
Alternative 
route 
2017/03/25 2017/03/26 34,771 1,758.8 13,340.2  
Emergency 
place 
2017/03/26 2017/03/27 34,771 1,331.6 15,591.8  
Combined 2017/03/28 2017/03/30 34,768 970 37,263.3  
 
                                                     
1 Each agent has its own parameter in the size of human figure and unable to overlaps. 
2 National Fire Protection Association’s standard in “Emergency Evacuation Planning Guide for People with 
disability”, 2016 
